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Message from the Asset Management Company  

4 April 2022 

Dear Unitholders, 

SCB Asset Management Company Limited would like to submit the 2021 Annual Report of the Erawan Hotel 

Growth Property (“the Fund”) to all unitholders. 

In 2021, SCB Economic Intelligence Center’s (“EIC”) estimation on the growth of Thai economy exceeded 
the forecast to 1.1% from originally at 0.7% due to the ease of domestic COVID-19 outbreak as a result of the 

increasing number of vaccinated population and relaxed disease control measures, contributing to the reopening 

of many types of economic activities. In addition, the increasing trend of foreign tourist numbers after the country 

reopened has led to the gradual recovery of the economy. In the meantime, Thai exports grew at a high level due 

to both the factor of a low base in the preceding year and the expansion of the economy and world trade despite 
certain signs of a slowdown at the year-end from the new wave of COVID-19 outbreak in Europe and the supply 

bottleneck issue. The government’s cash injection into the economy is ongoing in order to continuously drive 
domestic consumption in conjunction with other economic support measures.  

Thailand’s overall Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 2021 recovered from the contraction in 2020, where 

Thailand was among the ASEAN countries with the relatively low FDI to GDP value. In 2021, the FDI value of most 

ASEAN countries, including Thailand, had declined, but Thailand was the only country in ASEAN with a negative 

net FDI value, mainly due to Tesco's divestment (exclusive of Tesco's divestment, Thailand’s FDI value maintained 
at the same level as the preceding year, however, it was considered the lowest level in ASEAN in comparison to the 

size of the economy). 

EIC estimates that the global economy in 2022 will expand by 4.1%, reducing from 5.8% in 2021, however, 

the global economic recovery is still at a good level due to the supporting factor of increasing global vaccination 

rates, especially in the Emerging Markets (EMs). In any case, due to the obstacles encountered both from the new 

wave of outbreaks in key regions, risks from the Omicron variant of COVID-19, and the issues of supply shortages 

and rising commodity prices, the overall economic recovery remains fragile during the transitioning period of 

COVID-19 pandemic to endemic in many countries. In addition, the rising global debt level is also a major pressure 

on the economy going forward as a result of the increased public debt from the recent economic stimulus, the 

corporate and household borrowings in order to compensate the liquidity shortage. The high debt level tends to 

depress economic recovery and increase the credit quality risk to the financial system. Although the governments 

and central banks around the world will continue to support the economic stimulation, it will begin to be reduced 

gradually in accordance with the situation’s improvement. 
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Nevertheless, the supply chain disruption issue has been intensified because of 1) the outbreak of Delta 

variant in East Asia resulting in lockdowns and factory closures and a shortage of goods and raw materials; 2) a 

shortage of labor due to the virus outbreak; 3) the transportation delays and port congestion; and 4) the low level of 

new investments in the recent period. As a result, the supply is in shortage, especially the chips and semiconductors 

supply. Still, EIC estimates that the supply chain disruption problems will be gradually unfolded from 2022 onwards.  

As for the Thai economic outlook in 2022, EIC expects the Thai economy to be slowly recovered despite 

several risk factors. In its latest assessment, EIC expects the Thai economy to witness its expansion in 2022 at 

around 3.2%, a continuous recovery from the growth rate of 1.1% in 2021. However, the recovery is expected to be 

gradual due to the impact of the Omicron variant of COVID-19 and the scarring effects on the economy (i.e. 

increasing business closure, higher unemployment rate, declining income, higher debt rate, and a slowdown in 

government projects), which are the obstacles to the recovery. The Omicron outbreak is expected to affect the 

tourism sector and overall confidence, and the expenditures during the first quarter of 2022 will be slowed down as 

a result. In the base case, the effects are not as severe as the Delta outbreak but there might be additional risks if 

the vaccine could not stop the deadly outbreak of the Omicron variant. While the scarring effect on the domestic 

economy, both from the fragile labor market and the high level of debt, remain a major obstacle for further recovery 

in domestic spending.  

In the meantime, Thai export is expected to grow steadily at 3.4% in line with economic growth and global 

trade, especially the exports to developing countries that tend to expand acceleratingly from this year according to 

the progress of vaccination rate. Thailand's main trading partners in developing countries are ASEAN, CLMV, and 

India, to which the main exports are plastic pellets, chemicals, and automobiles. However, there are certain risk 

factors i.e. the semiconductor shortage, which would be a pressure on the export of electronic products and 

automobiles; the container shortage, which led to a high-level freight rate and transportation duration; the Chinese 

economic slowdown and the inflation that might be higher-than-anticipated both from the power shortage problem 

and the high debt level in the real estate sector; and the domestic outbreak of Omicron or other new variants which 

could be severe and result in the city shut down. 

The tourism sector will be gradually and slowly improving, despite the risk of the Omicron outbreak. By 

2022, around 5.9 million foreign tourists to Thailand are expected, while tourists are still concerned about the new 

strain of virus and the enhancement of strict immigration measures to reduce the chance of a domestic outbreak in 

many countries, including Thailand. Domestic tourism began to recover and the number of domestic trips in 2022 

is estimated to be around 173 million trips as a result. The secondary cities tend to recover quickly, such as Chon 

Buri, Phetchaburi, Prachuap Khiri Khan, etc., while most tourists still choose non-overnight traveling mainly because 

of the concerns over hygiene, as well as due to a limited number of SHA+ certified accommodation and hotel 

operators, which are concentrated in an area with a focus on foreign tourists. 
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Private-sector consumption in 2022 tends to recover gradually in accordance with the slow recovery of 

household income and the slow financial situation. In the short term, there are certain positive factors from the 

spending based on the outstanding demand among high-income groups, parts of which with a lot of savings from 

the past are not severely affected by the crisis, and from the economic stimulation measures. However, overall 

domestic expenditure tends to grow slowly in line with the household income and debt issues. Most people 

considerably decrease their spending owing to the income, debt, and liquidity issues, and continue to be 

economical in spite of the ease of COVID-19 pandemic. This is in line with the view that most revenues are not 

expected to increase, the confidence would still be depressed, and the issue of high debt level will require a long 

time to resolve. In addition to the higher unemployment rate, the employed labor also has lower levels of work 

performance, as reflected from the higher rate of underemployment and partial unemployment. Accordingly, 

working hours are reduced and workers with low incomes or education levels were severely affected by the crisis. 

In terms of the employee’s income, there was a sharp decline from the pre-COVID-19 period, as well as a decrease 

resulting from the movement of labor to lower-income jobs, either by moving to a low-income industry or leaving to 

independent work. The COVID-19 crisis is creating “three scarring effects” on the labor market i.e. (1) prolonged 
unemployment, (2) an increase in the informal workforce, and (3) the skill mismatch issue because of the job change. 

In addition to the problem of significant lessening income and slow recovery, the household debts and the lack of 

liquidity issues also occurred and became the other factors that limit future spending. 

For private-sector investment in 2022, EIC expects gradual growth at 4.0% according to the expansion of 

exports and the recovery of the domestic economy, together with the estimation of continuous growth on government 

construction value in 2021 and 2022 at 6% per year, mainly due to the progress of megaprojects.  

As for public debt, EIC expects a potential of around 65% per GDP at the end of 2022, whereby the 

government is capable of making additional borrowing for more than 1 trillion baht up to the public debt ceiling of 

70% per GDP. On the other hand, the increase in global energy price is likely to affect Thailand’s inflation slightly 

thanks to the government’s measures to slow down the price hike, while operators are unable to considerably 
increase prices due to the sluggish demand. 

Regarding the interest rate, EIC expects the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) to remain at 0.5% 

throughout 2021-2022, with less chance of a rate cut as the Thai economy has passed its lowest point. Although 

many central banks tend to raise their policy interest rates, EIC estimates that MPC will not raise the interest rates 

because it is necessary to maintain them at a low level to support economic recovery. In this regard, the first policy 

interest rate hike is likely to be done as early as 2023.  

Risk factors worth monitoring are: 1) the outbreak possibility of a new wave especially in the event of a 

new strain of virus that may reduce the vaccine efficacy; 2) both domestic and foreign supply chain disruption 

problems and the impact on inflation and tighter-than-expected financial conditions; 3) the slower-than-anticipated 
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Chinese economy from the impact in the real estate sector; and 4) the scarring effects on the economy that may be 

greater than anticipated and broadly affecting the ability to repay. 

Finally, SCB Asset Management Co. Ltd. wishes to express our gratitude to unitholders who have trusted 

us to manage your fund. We will manage this fund by taking into consideration your best interest under the principles 

of corporate governance for your satisfaction. 

SCB Asset Management Co., Ltd  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources:  

- SCB Economic Intelligence Centre (EIC) : Outlook Q4/2021, Industry Outlook 2022 at Q4/2021 

 

Investor may study more fund’s details from the 56-REIT1 form on www.sec.or.th or via the website of the asset 

management company www.scbam.com 

http://www.sec.or.th/
http://www.scbam.com/
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Section 1 Operations of Erawan Hotel Growth Property Fund 

1. Summary important information of the Fund 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

                         

Erawan Hotel Growth Property Fund (ERWPF) has invested in freeholding of Ibis Patong Hotel and Ibis Pattaya 

Hotel with the rights on the land, building, utilities and maintenances of the hotel, furniture, assets and all the 

equipment. 

 

Freehold

100%

Hotel

100%

Thailand

100%

Investment structure 

- Direct investment 100% 

- Freehold 

 

Capital structure 

Total Assets 1,317,953,856 Retained (183,695,460) 
 

Total 678,576 Debt ratio -None- 

 
Total Equity 1,317,275,280 Credit rating N/A 

      Major unitholders as of 1 March 2021 

Name Number of unit Percentage 

SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE  50,821,200  28.86% 

THE ERAWAN GROUP PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  35,220,000  20.00% 

AIA COMPANY LIMITED-EQDP-D FUND 1  10,846,500  6.16% 

MR. VIVAT WONGCHAROENSIN  7,785,000  4.42% 

ONE PROPERTY PLUS FUND  7,750,600  4.40% 

 

Foreign Limit 49% 

Current Foreign Holding 0.51% 

 

Market Cap (Milion) 764.27 Price of last day of 2021(THB/unit) 4.34 Balance units 176,100,000  

 
Net Assets Value 1,317,275,280  NAV/unit 7.4802 Registered Capital  1,471,473,990 Par/unit 8.3559 

 
Fund approved date from SEC  7 Match 2013 P/NAV 0.5802 Weighted average lease expiry Freehold 

 

 
Fund Name (English) ERAWAN HOTEL GROWTH PROPERTY FUND 

 
Abbreviation ERWPF Asset Managemnt SCB Asset Management Ltd. 

 
Fund Supervisor KASIKORNBANK PCL. Auditor KPMG Phoomchai Audit Ltd. 

 
Fund inception date 26 March 2013   

   
 

Investment Structure Type of Assets Revenue Structure 
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Details of Payment 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Total 

Dividend (THB per unit) - - - - - 2.0059 

Capital reduction (THB per unit) 0.3856 0.3662 0.3877 0.3398 0.3444 2.0441 

                                              

The Fund has a policy to 

pay dividend distributions 

to Unitholders at least once 

a year and pay dividends to 

unitholders not less than 

90% of adjused net profits. 

Proforma of short-term return of the fund for   1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021 

 
Since the fund had no fundraising in the period, therefore there were no proforma of short-term return reviewed   by 

an auditor. 

Details of Lessee 
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Hotels Operations Perforfance from Lessee 

Hotel Performance 

 

มกราคม 
ถึง

 ธันวาคม

Ibis Pattaya 2019 2020 2021 

Average occupancy (%) 86% 29% 19% 

Average rrate (THB) 930 761 668 

 

Ibis Pattong 2019 2020 2021 

Average occupancy (%) 73% 19% 10% 

Average rrate (THB) 1,112 910 589 

                                    

Revenue from hotels       EBITDA from hotel peration        Fix rent 
B

Details of Lessee 

 

Lessee   Erawan Growth Management Ltd      

Asset     ibis Pattaya and ibis Patong 

Rental The rental fee which Erawan 

Growth Management Ltd. as the 

lessee must pay to the Fund. The 

rent is divided into fixed rental fee 

and variable rental fee in 

accordance with the conditions 

stipulated in the agreement. 
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Fund Performance 

 

มกราคม 
ถึง

 ธันวาคม

     
*CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate     

 

                                   

72,551

72,569

72,539

72,573

72,500

72,525

72,550

72,575

72,600

2 5 6 1 2 5 6 2 2 5 6 3 2 5 6 4

THB'000 REVENUE

CAGR = 0.01%

66,323 66,314
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66,000

66,500

67,000

67,500

68,000

2 5 6 1 2 5 6 2 2 5 6 3 2 5 6 4

THB'000 EBITDA

CAGR = 0.51%

Financial Figures 

 2019 2020 2021 Q4/2021 

Revenue (M. THB) 72,500 72,500 72,500 18,125 

Other Income (M. THB) 69 39 73 21 

Expenses (M. THB) 6,255 5,569 5,236 1,225 

EBITDA (M. THB) 66,314 66,970 67,337 16,921 

Net Profit (M. THB) 1,545 (91,879.93) 47,380.58  26,946 

EPU (THB) - - - - 

DPU (THB) - - - - 

Debt/NAV - - - - 

Interest Cost (%) - - - - 

Operating Cash Flow 66,373 74,441 68 39 

Investing Cash Flow - - - - 

Financing Cash Flow (65,914.23) (65,297.88)   (48.66)   (14.49) 

Net Cash Flow 8,718 17,862 37 25 

NAV (THB) 1,475,729 1,475,729 1,317,275 1,317,275 

NAV per Unit (THB) 8.3800 7.4875 7.4802 7.4802 

P/NAV per Unit (THB) 0.6146 0.5663 0.5802 0.5802 

Dividend Yield (%) - - - - 

Market Cap (M. THB) 907 747 764 764 

Closing Price (THB/unit) 5.15 4.24 4.34 4.34 
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Analysis of business performance 

In regard to the fund’s performance during the period between 1 January 2021 – 31 December 2021, total investment 

income was THB 72.57 million, which consisted of rent from tenants totaling THB 72.50 million and interest income 

totaling THB 0.07 million. During the same period, the fund registered a total expenditure of THB 5.24 million, of which 

THB 4.45 million was various fees while the remaining THB 0.78 million was management expenses. The fund’s net 
investment income, as a result, totaled THB 67.34 million. It had recognized loss from changes of fair value of its 

investment totaling THB (18.85) million, which was originated mainly from the change of the asset’s fair value following 
the appraisal by an independent appraiser. As a result, during its operation period between 1 January 2021 – 31 

December 2021 the Fund has the increase in net assets from operations THB 47.38 million. As of 31 December 2021, 

the Fund has a total asset value (NAV) of THB 1,317.28 million or equal to Baht 7.4802 per unit. 

 

Type of Audited Financial report  

- Unqualified opinion- 

Expenses  

All fees and expenses Actual % of net investment profit 

Management fee 3,225,759  4.79% 

Fund supervisor fee 392,701  0.58% 

Registrar fee 420,751  0.62% 

Financial advisor fee - - 

Underwriting fee - - 

Professional fees 411,000 0.61% 

Property manager fee -  

Maintaining and maintaining property conditions fees - - 

Administrative expenses 785,328 1.17% 

Advertising expenses, public relations and promotion - - 

Other expenses that more than 0.01% of NAV - - 

Other expenses - - 

Total expenses 5,235,539 7.78% 

Note: Due to the operating results of the year in 2021, there is a decrease in net operating assets, and therefore is used as a 

percentage of net investment profit. 
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 Summary of Key risks 

1 Risks resulting from the operation of the Fund 

 
 1.1 Risk from contract 

 
 1.2 Risk from insurance 

 
 1.3 Risk from ability to pay rent from Leasee 

 
 1.4 Risk from Business License 

 
 1.5 Risks from borrowing 

 
 1.6 Conflict of interest: benefit among the fund, owner of properties the fund invested, and hotel 

management leasee that can impact performance of the fund 

 
1.7 Conflict of interest between the fund and board of hotel management to the fund’s performance 

 
2 Risk from the ability in capturing benefit from properties 

 
 2.1 Turn over risk of the Fund as a result of hotel management 

 
 2.2 Risk from land expropriation. 

 
 2.3 Risk from economic fluctuations which may influence the assets. 

 
 2.4 Risks from high competition. 

 
 2.5 Risk from property renovation. 

 
 2.6 Risk of the decline in Tourists 

2.  3 Risk relating to the invested property 

 
 3.1 Risk from an access to public road of Ibis Pattaya Hotel 

 
 3.1 The risk of entering and exiting the public areas of the ibis Pattaya Hotel 

 4

. 

Direct risk to funds or unit holders 

 
 4.1 General risks 

 
 4.2 Political risk 

 
 4.3 Risk from natural disasters, accidents and sabotage 

 
 4.4 Risk from due diligence prior to the investment 

 
 4.5 Changes in accounting standards or related laws 

 
 4.6 The price of the units are changes after the offering 
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Asset Management company SCB Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

 
Address 7-8th floor. SCB Park Plaza 1, 18 Ratchadapisek Road, 

Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900, Thailand.  

 
Telephone 0-2949-1500 URL http://www.scbam.com 

 

Fund supervisor Kasikornbank Public Company Limited 

 
Address Securities services department 19 Fl, 1 Soi Ratburana 27/1, Ratburana Road 

Ratburana Bangkok 10140, Thailand  

 
Telephone 0-2470-3201 URL http://www.kasikornbank.com  

 

Summary of Key risks 

 
4. Direct risk to funds or unit holders 

 
 4.7 The net asset value of the fund may not be the intrinsic value that the fund will receive if all assets are 

disposed of or the fund is terminated. 

  
 4.8 Risk from lack of liquidity in trading of investment units in the secondary market 

 
 4.9 Tax Risk 

 
 4.10 Risks of property funds comparing to other types of funds 

 
 4.11 The ability to pay dividends from the Funds 

 
 4.12 Risk of spreading the spread of contagious diseases worldwide may lead to fluctuations in the capital 

markets around the world which may have a serious negative impact on the procurement of benefits 

Financial status and fund performance. 

 
 4.13 Risk from using the net asset value (NAV) of the mutual fund in determining the purchase and sale price 

of the assets. 

 
 4.14 Future risk of investing in additional Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) 

 

http://www.scbam.com/
http://www.kasikornbank.com/
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2        Fund Information  

Management Company SCB Asset Management Company Limited 

The Fund Type Not accepting of redemption of investment units 

Term Fund Not expiration (Freehold) 

Date of Listed 4 April 2013 (Trading on 4 April 2013) 

Type of Listed Securities Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 

10.4000, total THB 1,831,440,000 

After Capital Reduction no. 1th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 

10.3788, total THB 1,827,706,680 

After Capital Reduction no. 2nd 

 

After Capital Reduction no. 3rd 

 

After Capital Reduction no. 4th 

 

After Capital Reduction no. 5th 

 

After Capital Reduction no. 6th 

 

After Capital Reduction no. 7th 

 

After Capital Reduction no. 8th 

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 

10.1796 total THB 1,792,627,560  

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 

10.0096 total THB 1,762,690,560  

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.9270 
total THB 1,748,144,700  

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.7940 
total THB 1,724,723,400  

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.6301 
total THB 1,695,860,610 

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.5448 
total THB 1,680,839,280 

Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.4278 
total THB 1,660,235,580  

After Capital Reduction no. 9th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.2528 

total THB 1,629,418,080 

After Capital Reduction no. 10th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.1705 

total THB 1,614,925,050 

After Capital Reduction no. 11th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 9.0401 

total THB 1,591,961,610 

After Capital Reduction no. 12th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 8.8820 

total THB 1,564,120,200  
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After Capital Reduction no. 13th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 8.7997 

total THB 1,549,627,170  

After Capital Reduction no. 14th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 8.7003 

total THB 1,532,122,830  

After Capital Reduction no. 15th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 8.6057 

total THB 1,515,463,770  

After Capital Reduction no. 16th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 8.5234 

total THB 1,500,970,740  

After Capital Reduction no. 17th Balance units 176,100,000 units. Net assets value (THB per unit) THB 8.3559 

total THB 1,471,473,990  

Summary of History  The fund has been approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission 

on 7 March 2013 in accordance with the letter from the SEC 426/2556 Initial 

offering from 15 March 2013 to 22 March 2013 at the price of 10.40 baht per 

unit and the fund has registered the property division of Erawan Hotel Growth 

Project on March 26, 2013 according to the letter no. JorTor 85/2556 

Fund Supervisor Kasikorn Bank Public Company Limited 

Registra Siam Commercial Bank Public Co., Ltd. 

Rentor  Erawan Growth Management Co., Ltd. 

Investment Objectives To raise fund from investors, either individual investors or cooperation both 

local and foreign investors, fund invests these funding by purchasing, renting 

and/or subleasing real estate. The fund will transfer the ownership and/or 

rental rights and/or sublease rights of property and seek to benefit from such 

property by renting, subleasing and/or selling any properties the fund has 

invested. These include adjustment, construction and/or property 

development by transferring construction permit and/or processing any 

permits and/or processing activities that are beneficial to the property in 

order to create earnings and return on investment for funds and investors. 

These activities expand to the investment in other properties and/or other 

securities and/or any interest based on securities law and/or any relevant 

laws. 

The initial investment  

The fund has initial investment as of 1 April 2013 as followed:   
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1. Hotel Ibis Patong is the economy class hotel, centrally located in Patong Beach, Phuket. The hotel is a 5-storey 

building within 3 rai 3 ngan 28.6 sqaure wah with total usable area of 10,400 square meters (including common 

area and swimming pool). The hotel has 2 6 0  rooms available. Ibis Patong has operated since May 2 0 08  in 

which this fund has invested in this property with the rights on the land, building, utilities and maintenances of 

the hotel, furniture, assets and all the equipment from The Erawan Group (Public) Company Limited, the owner 

of this property before this the Fund started to investment. 

 

2. Hotel Ibis Pattaya is the economy class hotel situated next to Pattya beach. The hotel consists of 7 - storey 

building within 2 rai 2 ngan 34.3 square wah with total usable area of 10,100 square meters (including common 

area and swimming pool). There are 2 5 4  rooms available. Ibis Pattya has been running since July 2 0 0 8  in 

which this fund has invested in this property with the rights on the land, building, utilities and maintenances of 

the hotel, furniture, assets and all the equipment from The Erawan Group (Public) Company Limited 

(“ERAWAN”), the owner of this property before this the Fund started to investment. 

 

3 Policy and Overview of Industry and Implication on the Benefit Provision 

3.1 Visions, objectives or strategies of fund management 

The key objective of fund is to generate the best return from property investment in the form of renting, 

subleasing and/or selling any properties that funds own or invest. These include adjustment, construction 

and/or property development by transferring construction permit and/or processing any permits and/or 

processing activities that are beneficial to the property in order to create earnings and return on investment 

for funds and investors. These activities expand to the investment in other properties and/or other 

securities and/or any interest based on securities law and/or any relevant laws. 

The important changes and developments  

For the operating results from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2020 , the Fund's investment committee 

has a resolution of THB 0.3444 per unit, with the following details  

Capital Reduction 

Period of operating THB per units Date 

1 January 2021 – 31 March 2021 0.0946 04 June 2021 

1 April 2021 - 30 September 2021 0.0823 03 December 2021 

1 October 2021 - 31 December 2021 0.1675 04 March 2022 

The fund has excess liquidity because the fund has accumulated unrealize loss from the revaluation of 

assets which is non-cash accounting item in 2021. Therefore, if the Fund wishes to pay the excess liquidity 

to the unit holders. The fund must therefore proceed by reducing the registered capital. 
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3.2 Relations with the asset management or any of the major unitholders 

The Erawan Group (Public) Company Limited (“ERAWAN”) as the guarantor of revenue is the major 

shareholder of the Fund (20% as of 1 March 2021). Erawan agreed to provide financial assistance to It 

is necessary for Erawan Growth Management Company Limited to pay the minimum rental income that 

must be paid to the fund under the lease agreement. 

The Erawan Growth Management Company Limited acts as the property leasee on behalf of the fund. 

The main responsibility is to maximize the return for the fund from those properties. The Erawan Growth 

Management Company Limited is a subsidiary of Erawan Group, either direct or indirect major 

shareholders with at least 99.99% shares of the stocks issued by the company. 

3.3 Asset Information of the Fund 

3.3.1 Details of properties that the Fund investment 

  Details of the fund's assets as at 31 December 2021 are as follows: 

Fund 
Total Asset Value 

(THB) 
Net Assets Value  

(THB) 
Net Assets Value (THB 

per unit)   

Erawan hothel growth 

property fund (ERWPF) 
1,317,953,855.63 1,317,275,279.84 7.4802 

 

 ibis Patong ibis Pattaya 

Utilization Budget Hotel Budget Hotel 

The location 

10, Chaloem Phrakiat Road, Patong 

Subdistrict, Kathu District, Phuket 83120 

463/79, Pattaya 2nd Road, Nong Prue 

Subdistrict, Bang Lamung District 

Chonburi 20150 

The type of ownership 

of the Fund 

Ownership in the properties of properties 

consist of land with construction, 

buildings, public utility system in relation 

to the hotel business and furniture, 

fixtures and fittings and equipment, 

various devices related to hotel Ibis 

Patong.  

Ownership in the properties of properties 

consist of land with construction, 

buildings, public utility system in relation 

to the hotel business and furniture, 

fixtures and fittings and equipment, 

various devices related to hotel Ibis 

Pattaya. 

Fund investment Date 1 April 2013 

The price at which the 

Fund first invests 

1,830.40 million baht (including VAT) 
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 ibis Patong ibis Pattaya 

Land that the Fund 

invests 

Title Deed No. 521, located at Patong 

Sub-district, Kathu District, Phuket 

Province, area 3-3-28.6 Rai. 

Title deed no. 174205, 182494, 19070, 

19071, 19072, 19073, and 19074 located 

at Nong Prue Subdistrict, Bang Lamung 

District, Chonburi Province, area 2-2-34.3 

rai 

Approximate living 

space (square meters) 

10,400 SQM 

(Including common areas and swimming pools) 

10,100 SQM 

(Including common areas and swimming pools) 

Number of rooms 
260 rooms  

(reservation available 2 rooms for internal use) 
254 rooms 

Occupancy Rate 
Average occupancy rate of 10%

(1)
 

in 2021 

Average occupancy rate of 19% 

in 2021 

Latest appraised price THB 696 Million THB 577 Million 

Appraisal date 31 December 2021 

Valuation method Income Approach 

Appraiser Quality Appraisal Company Limited 

Commitments 

The Fund has utilized the properties and assets invested by leasing to Erawan Growth 

Management Company Limited for a period of 3 years from 1 April 2013. 

In order to operate hotel Ibis Patong and hotel Ibis Pattaya.  However, after the end of 

the first lease period(2 )  the Funds and Erawan Growth Management Co., Ltd., each 

party has the right (Option) to extend the lease period for a total of 5  times The 4 th 

time will be eligible for a 3 - year tenor, and the 5 th time will be entitled to renewal for 

up to 4  months for each property. Each party can use the right to call a contract for 

another party to renew the contract. If the parties wishing to exercise the rights do not 

commit this agreement. 

If the parties have a contract renewal of 4 times, the parties have the right to negotiate 

the lease agreement to unless the above until 31 March 2027. The process of deciding 

to enter a contract by fund after the party has been exercised, four times the contract 

shall be in accordance with the law and announcement of the SEC.Relevant at that 

time. 

Note:  
1. The base to calculate the average occupancy rate is 258 rooms, as the hotel has 2 booking rooms for internal use. 
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2. 29 March 2022, the fund and the lessee of the property have carried out a lease agreement of 3 property for the lease of 2 assets for 

the period of 3 years from 1 April 2022 to 31 March 2022 with terms and conditions As stipulated in the original lease agreement in all 

respects  

3.3.2 Details about investing in properties or leasehold rights for real estate for the period from           

1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021     

In the past financial year, the Fund does not invest in additional properties or leasehold rights. 

3.3.3 Details about the sale or transfer of properties or leasehold rights to real estate for the period 

from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021  

In the past financial year, the Fund does not sale of properties or leasehold rights. 

 

3.4     Procurement of properties from the Fund investment 

Structure of the procurement 

The Fund has been capitalized the properties funds invested in by renting to hotel property management – 

the Erawan Growth Management Company Limited, the subsidiary of Erawan Group, either direct or indirect 

major shareholders with at least 99.99% shares of the stocks issued by the company. The Erawan Growth 

Management has a responsibility to generate a return and pay dividend to the fund. The Erawan Growth 

Management hires the Accor group as the property management for the 

The Fund brought the assets to the Erawan Growth Management Company Limited for rent with 3-year term 

(the first rental contract was from April 1, 2013 till 31 March 2016). The fund receives both fixed and variable 

rent, calculating based on the method and condition specified in the rental contract. The fixed rental income 

may fluctuate if the fund and leasee agreed on different terms. For example, the exemption of fixed rent in 

case of unexpected circumstances as specified in the fund program and relevant contract from the date of 

founding the fund. Furthermore, lesser and leasee agree to grant the right for both parties to extend the rental 

contract for 5 terms. The first 4-term will have the contact term as 3-year each and the fifth term with less than 

4 months to ensure the expiration of rental contract will end on the same time as management contraction 

between lesser and leasee. Each party can exercise its rights for contract renewal, given that requesting party 

does not violate rental contract.  

On 29 March 2022, the fund and the lessee of the property have carried out a lease agreement of 3 property 

for the lease of 2 assets for the period of 3 years from 1 April 2022 to 31 March 2022 with terms and conditions 

As stipulated in the original lease agreement in all respects. 

If the counterparty has exercised the right to extend the contact for 3 times, counterparty agrees to negotiate 

the extension of the contract by 31 March 2027 in which the fund provides the full discretion to the company.  
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The overview of investment and benefits can be found below. 

 
The detail of rent fee the Erawan Growth Management must settle to fund 

The Erawan Growth Management, as a leasee, must settle two parts of the rent fee to the Fund. 

Those fees are fixed fee and variable fee, calculated from the actual rental period specified in the 

contract between the fund and the Erawan Growth Management. The details are as followed: 

Fixed Rent 

The Erawan Growth Management Company Limited agrees to settle fix rent monthly as followed: 

Month 
Fix Rent (THB) 

Hotel Ibis Patong Hotel Ibis Pattaya Total 

January 6,401,000  3,656,000  10,057,000  

Febuary 6,401,000  3,656,000  10,057,000  

March 6,401,000  3,656,000  10,057,000  

April 1,432,000  2,223,000  3,655,000  

May 1,432,000  2,223,000  3,655,000  

June 1,432,000  2,223,000  3,655,000  

July 838,000  1,473,000  2,311,000  

August 838,000  1,473,000  2,311,000  

September 838,000  1,473,000  2,311,000  

October 4,245,000  3,898,000  8,143,000  

Nowember 4,246,000  3,898,000  8,144,000  

December 4,246,000  3,898,000  8,144,000  

Total 38,750,000 33,750,000 72,500,000 

The fix rent will remain throughout the contract term as specified in the contract. During the contract renewal, 

Management Company will try to keep the same fixed rent. 
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In case rental contract does not start on the first day of the month and/or does not end on the last day of the 

month, the calculation of monthly fixed rent will base on the proportion of days of that month. 

Each month fixed rent must be processed by the end of the following month (exception in the next paragraph). 

In the case that Erawan Growth Management cannot fully settle the fixed rent during the deadline, it will not 

consider as breaking the rental contract. The fund will take that pending amount as fixed rent receivable that 

the Erawan Growth Management must settle that pending amount within 15 days after the deadline. If the 

Erawan Growth Management still cannot fulfill the payment after 15 days, the Fund can terminate the rental 

contract or collect the 7.5% annual interest based on the receivable amount until funds received those pending 

amounts fully. 

Variable Rent 

Per the agreement and condition on the rent contract, the Erawan Growth Management Company 

limited agrees to settle the variable rent the Mutual Fund quarterly based on the calculation 

belowQuarterly Variable Rent 

Variable Rent = A x (B – C – D – E) – Year-to-Date Variable Rent 

In which 

A = 90 percent of Variable Rent  

B = Total revenue from managing both Ibis Pattaya and Ibis Patong Hotel on that calendar 

Year (revenue from the room rental, services and other management excluding interest income) 

and/or insurance claim from business interruption from insurance company as shown in leasee’s 
financial statement 

C =  Hotel management expense from the beginning of the calendar year which does not 

include the expense from the interest occurred in leasee’s financial statement such as 

(1) Costs related to hotel business (e.g. Security, cleaning and other costs from other operations) 

(2)  Expense from selling and managing hotel (e.g. marketing and selling expense and fee paid to 

property management company) 

(3)  Other operation expense from hotel management (e.g. insurance property tax, financial and 

internal audit (as lesser thinks as appropriate), maintenance fee and other operation costs) 

D = 4% of revenue from the calendar year (or 4% of B) that leasee reserves as Maintenance 

Capital Expenditure, Renovation Capital Expenditure and Furniture, Fixture and Equipment 

expenditure (FF&E) 

E = Fixed rent as specified in the contract (Accrual Basis) from the calendar year 
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The calculation above refers from Erawan Growth Management Company Limited’s financial statement 
auditor approved by SEC will refer to. Leasee agrees to settle variable rent quarterly based on the rate and 

calculation above by the end of following month of each quarter.  

If the variable rent from above calculation is negative, leasee does not have to pay the variable rent and can 

use that negative amount to deduct from the rent fee of next round. Leasee can settle the variable fee to the 

Mutual Fund less than the actual variable fee without considering as default.  

If the variable rent from above calculation is negative, leasee does not have to pay the variable rent and can 

use that negative amount to deduct from the rent fee of next round. Leasee can settle the variable fee to the 

Mutual Fund less than the actual variable fee without considering as default. However, leasee must settle all 

the remaining amounts within 45 days after the end of the quarter. If not, mutual fund will consider leasee as 

default and may terminate contract or collect 7.5% interest rate per annum based on the receivable amount 

until the Mutual funds received the full amount. 

In any fiscal year, if the sum total of all variable rents a tenant has paid to the Fund differs from the annual 

variable rent that the tenant should pay on the results of a detailed calculation, that appears in Attachment 2 
by using the lessee's financial information that appears in the annual financial statements audited by an 

auditor licensed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) let the parties to the contract perform 

the following: 

(1) If the sum of all variable rents paid by the lessee to the Fund is more than the variable rent which the 

lessee is supposed to pay, the Fund agrees to offset the difference with the rent that the lessee must 

pay to the Fund in the next round or, 

(2) If leasee has to pay additional rent to the Fund, the renter can settle that amount in the next round of 

payment together with next fee. 

The counterparty has agreed that Maintenance Capital Expenditure, Renovation Capital Expenditure and 

Furniture, Fixture and Equipment (FF&E) stating in D is the under the renter’s right.  

In case of the decline valuation of the property either from partial damage or in case of total loss of the 

property, expropriation, or transfer of ownership of any hotel property from the rent, the renter still has a 

responsibility to settle the remaining of the hotel rent.  

If the performance of the property is highly fluctuated that impacts the fixed rent not to be the majority of rent 

fee, the counterparty will reconsider amending the fixed rent in becoming the main rent fee. 

The information of guarantee 
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There is no income guarantee for the Fund in 2021 since the income guarantee period was 

completed on March 31, 2017 (including the income guarantee period of 4 years). 

4       Industrial Outlook of Business Related to the Investment Assets 

Overview of the Tourism Industry and Hotel Businesses in 2021 

Regarding Thailand tourism in 2021, there were 427 thousand foreign travelers visiting Thailand, a decrease of 

9 3 . 6 2 %  from the same period of the preceding year, mainly due to the COVID-1 9  pandemic outbreak. 

Meanwhile, there were 53.03 million Thai tourists-trips traveling domestically, dropping 41.44% compared to the 

figure of the same period last year. Overall, global tourism has improved which is partly due to the increase in 

the vaccination rate, coupled with the fact that most countries have allowed tourists to enter, subject to public 

health security conditions of each country. 

In overview, Thailand’s tourism industry and hotel business sector in 2021 were heavily damaged by the ongoing 

COVID-19 pandemic since 2020. Consequently, the Center for COVID-19 Situation Administration (CCSA) had 

to re-impose strict measures to control the spread of COVID-1 9 , especially in the provinces classified as high-

risk areas, and ask for cooperation to refrain from or defer interprovincial travel. 

In April 2021, a cluster of infections from an entertainment venue in Thonglor and the Delta variant of COVID-19 

were found, resulting in the widespread of infections within the country. Consequently, the government tightened 

containment measures on social and economic activities, prohibiting people in dark-red zones from leaving their 

homes between 9  p.m. to 4  a.m. This led to the collapse of tourism in all provinces and the slowdown in the 

domestic economy. 

In July 2 0 2 1 , the government launched the Phuket Sandbox Project which is Thailand’s first pilot tourism area 
allowing foreign travelers who have received 2  doses of vaccines to enter Thailand without any quarantine 

required, subject to the requirement that they must first stay in Phuket for 7 days. The spread of COVID-19 had 

continued to improve. Since October 2021, the government had eased travel restrictions by reducing night-time 

curfew in the maximum and strict controlled areas (dark-red zones) to be between 1 0  p.m. and 4  a.m. of the 

following day, as well as allowing restaurants and eateries to open for a limited number of customers until no 

later than 9 p.m., then domestic tourism started to recover as a result. 

On 1  November 2 0 2 1 , Thailand reopened its border for foreign travelers entering Thailand without quarantine 

under the “Test & Go” program which allows fully vaccinated foreign travelers coming from 6 3  listed countries 

to enter. The requirements were to spend the first night in the specified hotel and undergo the COVID-19 test. If 

the test result is negative, travelers are allowed to travel freely on the following day. 
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Domestic tourism in Thailand has improved based on the improvement of COVID-19 pandemic situation coupled 

with the progress of domestic vaccination. In December 2021, the government eased domestic travel restrictions 

and containment measures on social and economic activities to correspond with the New Year festival. Although 

there was an increasing number of new infections, the spread was at the controllable level, leading to the 

government’s decision to relax several restrictions which was beneficial to tourism. The restriction was 
specifically adjusted to allow open-air restaurants to serve alcoholic drinks until 1  a.m. of 1  January 2 022 . 
Furthermore, there was a prior announcement adjusting provincial risk zones based on the situation in the areas 

and designating 2 6  additional pilot tourism areas, as well as lifting night-time curfew in the maximum and strict 

controlled areas. 

Nonetheless, the new variant ‘Omicron’ was found in Thailand linked to foreign travelers entering under the       
Test & Go program in early December 2 0 2 1 .  After that, the infections were continually found among foreign 

travelers, Thai nationals returning from abroad and Thai nationals having foreign spouses who visit their 

hometowns, as well as the group of pilgrims returning from the Middle East, Europe, and America, and the 

Kalasin cluster, resulting in widespread infections in several areas in almost all regions. However, there were 

only certain groups of people who were psychologically impacted; therefore, the overall domestic tourism 

situation at the end of the year was not heavily affected. 

Thailand's hotel business in 2021 has been severely damaged by the epidemic of the coronavirus disease 2019 
( COVID-1 9 ) .  Thailand's hotel business performance in 2021 has a national average occupancy rate of 14%, 

down from 30% in 2020 and an average occupancy rate in 2021 as THB 801, decreasing from the year 2020 

when the average room rate was THB 954, decreasing of 16% from the previous year. 

The Situation of International Tourism 

Regarding Thailand tourism in 2021, there were 427 thousand foreign travelers visiting Thailand, a decrease of 

93.62% from the same period of the preceding year, mainly due to the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak and travel 

restrictions that obstructed international travel. 

The reopening measures led to the increase of foreign travelers despite the spread of Omicron variant. The 

Thailand Reopening policy since 1 November 2021 includes the ‘Exemption from Quarantine’ (Test & Go) which 
allows fully vaccinated foreign travelers coming from 63 listed countries/areas to enter with the requirement of 1-
night quarantine in a hotel, ‘Living in the Blue Zone’ in 17  sandbox destinations, and ‘Happy Quarantine’ which 
requires 7-10-night quarantine for those coming from the countries/areas outside those 63 listed countries/areas. 

In December 2 0 2 1 , there were 2 3 0  thousand foreign travelers in total entering Thailand via the Test & Go 

program without quarantine, as well as the Sandbox program and the Alternative Quarantine program, 

amounting to a 152.59% increase compared to the previous months. 
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Number and Rate of the Change in Foreign Travelers in 2021

 
 

Top 10  foreign travelers entering Thailand between January – November 2021: the largest number of inbound 

travelers remains a medium-long-range market group, in which the US consistently ranks 1  with the largest 

number of inbound travelers. Apart from the factor of vaccines that the travelers received, the absence of 

quarantine requirement also led to the largest number of entries. Meanwhile, Germany, the UK, and France follow 

in the ranking and Russia also entered the top 1 0  rankings. On the other hand, the Eastern Asia countries still 

imposed quarantine measures for inbound flights, especially China and Japan which implemented strict travel 

restrictions. Still, the Exemption from Quarantine policy (Test & Go) attracted travelers to Thailand, particularly 

the travel of business groups from China, South Korea, and Japan. 

 

Accumulated Number of Top 10 Inbound Travelers between January – November 2021 

 

 

Remarks: P = Preliminary data 

Source: 

- Report on analysis of travel situation of Thai and foreign travelers from the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, December 

2021, Marketing Strategy Division, Planning Department, Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

- Executive Summary on tourism situation, December 2021, Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

 

The Situation of Domestic Tourism 

In 2021, regarding the number of and cumulative income from Thai tourists traveling within Thailand between 

January – December 2021, there were 53.03 million Thai tourists-trips traveling domestically, dropping 

41.44% compared to the figure of the same period last year. At the same time, the cumulative income from 
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tourism totaled 2.16 billion baht, amounting to a 55.15% decrease compared to the figure of the same period 

last year. Overall, domestic tourism has improved based on the obvious improvement of the COVID-19 
pandemic situation. In December 2021, the government relaxed the domestic travel restrictions and the 

containment measures on social and economic activities to correspond with the New Year festival. 

 

Number and Rate of the Change in Thai Tourists Traveling in Thailand in 2021 

 

Regarding the domestic tourism under the spread of COVID-19, the government adopted more relaxed 

policies based on the pandemic situation but still maintained fundamental safety measures and public health 

screening. December was the popular period for Thai tourists to travel, and when combined with the return to 

hometown and the prevalent organization of parties, the infections were increased as a result. 

Nonetheless, the new variant ‘Omicron’ was found in Thailand linked to foreign travelers entering under the 

Test & Go program in early December 2021. After that, the infections were continually found among foreign 

travelers, Thai nationals returning from abroad and Thai nationals having foreign spouses who visit their 

hometowns, as well as the group of pilgrims returning from the Middle East, Europe, and America, and the 

Kalasin cluster, resulting in widespread infections in several areas in almost all regions. However, there were 

only certain groups of people who were psychologically impacted; therefore, the overall domestic tourism 

situation at the end of the year was not heavily affected. 

Remarks: P = Preliminary data 

Source: 

- Report on analysis of travel situation of Thai and foreign travelers from the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, December 

2021, Marketing Strategy Division, Planning Department, Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

- Executive Summary on tourism situation, December 2021, Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

The Situation of Tourism and Hotel Businesses in Phuket in 2021 

Overall, the tourism and hotel businesses in Phuket were heavily impacted after the COVID-19 pandemic. In 

2021, the average occupancy rate was 7.75% which amounted to a -11.72% drop from the preceding year, in 

which the occupancy rate was 19.47%. Hotels in Phuket were heavily hit by the loss of foreign travelers since 

they had relied on foreign travelers who had contributed to 85% of the total stays in the last 5 years, together 
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with the fact that the long distance from Bangkok led to higher overall expenses than other sea destinations, 

such as Pattaya and Hua Hin. 

In July 2021, the government launched the Phuket Sandbox Project which is Thailand’s first pilot tourism area 

allowing foreign travelers who have received 2 doses of vaccines to enter Thailand any quarantine required, 

subject to the requirement that they must first stay in Phuket for 7 days. During the 3-month period (July-

September 2021), there were 38,699 foreign travelers entering Thailand, generating 2,254-million-baht 

income. 

Over the past 2-3 years, it appears that Phuket has had a growing number of areas requested for hotel 

construction permits as developers rush to obtain EIA approval before the implementation of the new city 

planning legislation, which is expected to come into force in 2022. Approximately half of the hotels to be 

opened are those managed by the big hotel chains. Furthermore, it appears that the hotel development project 

based on the ‘Hotel & Residences’ model has been increasingly popular. Most of which are constructed in 
Patong Beach area since it is the main tourist attraction and popular among foreigners, and this might lead to 

more intense competition. The growth of foreign travelers, both European and Chinese, has been slowed down 

and it is likely to decelerate in the next 3 years due to economic problems and competition from other countries, 

which will lead to more intense competition in the Phuket hotel market in the future. 

Source: 

- Economic Intelligence Center, Siam Commercial Bank Public Company Limited (“EIC”)  
- Executive Summary on tourism situation, December 2021, Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

- Domestic Tourism Statistics (Classify by region and province 2021), Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

 

The Situation of Tourism and Hotel Businesses in Pattaya in 2021 

Overall, the tourism and hotel businesses in Chonburi were heavily impacted after the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In 2021, the average occupancy rate was 11.46% which amounted to a -17.49% drop from the preceding 

year, in which the occupancy rate was 28.95%. Pattaya was heavily hit by the loss of foreign travelers (foreign 

travelers have contributed to approximately 80% of all travelers in the past 5 years). The recovery of Pattaya 

tourism depends on the domestic tourism situation. Since the location is close to Bangkok and its vicinity, 

only a short amount of travel time is required. Still, it cannot compensate for the loss of tourism income 

resulting from the loss of foreign travelers. This is due to the amount of travel expenses per trip, as well as 

the contracted purchasing power of Thai tourists caused by the economic situation in the past period. 

 Source: 

 - Economic Intelligence Center, Siam Commercial Bank Public Company Limited (“EIC”)   
 - Executive Summary on tourism situation, December 2021, Ministry of Tourism and Sports 

 - Domestic Tourism Statistics (Classify by region and province 2021), Ministry of Tourism and Sports 
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4.1 Marketing and Competitiveness of the hotel 

Ibis Hotel Patong and Ibis Hotel Pattaya are economy hotels that focus the marketing effort in targeting 

middle class, which has a high potential and the key segment for tourism from both foreign and Thai 

tourists that are more interested to book the mid-tier hotel or economy hotel rather than premium one. 

The investment into these two hotels is to reach large customer base with high growth potential while 

exposes to low risk from economic fluctuation as compared to other type of hotels. 

 

4.2 Products or Services Characteristics 

Both Ibis Hotel Patong and Ibis Hotel Pattaya are econ under Ibis brand, which is the well-known economy 

hotel. Both hotels operate very effectively via the marketing network, advertisement, booking engine with 

international standard and other services target customers from internationally and locally accept. 

Customers will reassure on standard and quality of service under Ibis brand which is one of the unique 

selling points. 

  ibis Patong  Ibis Pattaya 

Number of rooms 
260 rooms 

(reservation available 2 rooms for internal use) 
254 rooms 

Occupancy Rate 
Average occupancy rate in 2021 as of 10%1 Average occupancy rate in 2021 as of 19% 

   Note: The base to calculate the average occupancy rate is 258 rooms, as the hotel has 2 booking rooms for internal use. 

 

5 Risk factors  

 Risks resulting from the operation of the fund 

1) Risk from contract   

The investment on properties and management of funds, the company management contracts with both 

immovable and movable property, land lease agreement. Plant and equipment and the performance contract, 

and / or contracts associated with investing and managing assets of the Fund for the purpose of providing benefits 

on real estate mutual funds. And any action So that the parties comply with the terms of the contract. 

However, even with the contractual terms. The parties may breach the contract or any incident as grounds 

for termination or breach of contract. In such a case, The Fund will have the right to terminate the contract. 

recover damage as well as the lack of interest and calls for the acquisition by the Fund to pay the price 

already. However, the Fund may not be forced to adhere to the rights of the Fund, as required by the contract 

or the parties may refuse to pay the compensation demanded by the Fund. Therefore, the Fund may be 

required to bring the matter to justice by the court concerned. The implementation of such Management can 

not predict the timing and impact of the action. The amount of the Fund will receive compensation from 
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damages such addition. The results of the case at the discretion of the court concerned. Although the court 

will make a judgment in favor of the Fund. The Fund may not be forced to comply with the judgment of the 

court. Unitholders are at risk of not getting a return by or within the time anticipated.  

2) Risk from insurance 

 The business of the Fund has risk of the operation and use of the property to the Fund because the Fund is 

required to have insurance on the property in which the Fund invests adequately and appropriately meet the 

requirements of the relevant legislation already. However, the Fund may be unable to arrange insurance 

coverage for certain risks that may occur, such as the loss of the war. (or the Fund could provide insurance, 

but insurance rates may outweigh the economic benefits that the Fund may be) or the Fund may not be able 

to claim under the insurance policies relating to whether all or some. part or delays in compensation for 

damages under the insurance policy has by no fault of the Fund. 

 The funds are subject to the risk of financial loss. When a serious incident, the Fund may not receive adequate 

compensation or unable to provide such insurance. This may have a direct impact on returns to Unitholders 

are expected to receive.  

However, the company managed to continue to fund the co-beneficiaries under the insurance policy in  

3) Risk from ability to pay rent from Leasee 

The Fund shall receive the rent from the Erawan Growth Management Company Limited per the rental 

contract. Since this rent is the sole revenue, the mutual fund’s revenue will get a direct impact if the 
Erawan Growth Management has financial problem that impacts the ability to pay rent, default the rent 

or terminate the contract before the end term given that Mutual fund cannot find a new renter to replace 

the Erawan Growth Management Company. 

However, the Mutual Fund had the minimum revenue guarantee insured for 4  years1  from the first day 

of property investment to mitigate the situation. Mutual Fund also has the right to terminate the rental 

contract with the Erawan Growth Management Company Limited. When the Erawan Growth 

Management Company Limited is default, mutual fund can rent to others or sell the property in the 

market. 

Apart from the minimum rental guarantee, the Mutual Fund has other measures to control the Erawan 

Growth Management business management. It is a responsibility of the Erawan Growth Management 

Company Limited as a renter to fulfill the terms in the contract. For example, the Erawan Growth 

Management Company Limited will not lend money or give the credit to external parties except to lend 

to shareholders or the mutual fund without impact the ability to pay rent. The Erawan Growth 

Management Company Limited cannot guarantee anyone except when it is a business practice or get 

the approval from the Mutual Fund first. 
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  Note: The minimum rent guarantee during the 4-year was ended on 31 March 2017 

4) Risk from Business License 

 The renter will get the transfer of ownership or manage the business in order to receive the business license 

from Ministry of Interior to operate hotels. If the renter does not receive the hotel management license or 

termination of license or could not get license extension, it will lead to negative result as renter will not be 

able to run hotel business any longer. The renter may not be able to fulfill terms and conditions under the 

rental contract.  

 When the renter cannot fulfill terms and conditions under the rental contract, the mutual fund has the right to 

terminate the contract. Mutual fund can request the damages cost from the contract termination until the 

mutual fund can find new counterpart to replace renter. The revenue stream of the mutual fund may stop or 

reduce with great impact to the mutual fund performance. 

5)   Risks from borrowing 

 In the case that the mutual fund proceeds with loans in accordance with the rules specified in the project the 

fund may be at risk from such borrowing. Due to changes in economic conditions Interest rates and debt 

serviceability of the related parties that may affect the operations of the mutual fund Causing the mutual fund 

to not have sufficient liquidity. Including mutual funds may be at risk from the ability to repay principal and 

interest decreased. And may affect the ability of the Fund to pay dividends to unitholders. 

 However, such risks may have relatively low impact on operations because the Fund is unable to borrow 

more than 10% of the net asset value of the fund According to the SEC announcement. 

6)  Conflict of interest: benefit among mutual fund, owner of properties mutual fund invested, and hotel 

management renter that can impact performance of mutual fund 

 Even though the company defines status and scope of responsibility of the Erawan Growth Management as 

property renter and property management carefully, conflict of interests between mutual fund and other 

parties can happen since the Erawan has the property right and is a headquarter of the Erawan Growth 

Management, which has a main business in hotel investment and development.  

 All hotels the Erawan Group own varies in term of the location, price, services, architecture, interior, facility 

and room size. Guests considers all these factors in deciding where to stay. Hence, guests decide the type 

of hotels they want to stay based on their own need that reduce the conflict of interest.  

 For Example, the Ibis Hotel Pattaya invested by Mutual Fund is located close to the Holiday Inn Pattya which 

owns by the Erawan and hasn’t sold to the mutual fund. This does not impact Mutual Fund since Ibis Hotel 
Pattaya is an economy-class hotel with lower room rate than mid-tier hotel such as Holiday Inn Pattaya. One 
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of the properties Mutual Fund invested in – Ibis Patong located in the same province as Ibis Kata which is 

owned by the Erawan without selling to mutual fund regardless of the same hotel class. Both hotels are in 

different beaches and acts as a different attraction to tourists. Patong beach will provide more lively and 

more entertainment as compared to Kata beach. Hence, the target customers of both hotels are not the 

same. 

 Since the main Erawan Group business is hotel development and investment, the Erawan may develop 

economy hotels and manage by itself or utilizing other economy hotel brands to compete with the Mutual 

Fund. In this case, the company cannot guarantee the Mutual Fund performance will not conflict with the 

Erawan group in this circumstance.  

7)  The conflict of interest between mutual fund and board of hotel management to mutual fund’s performance 

The Erawan Growth Management hires Accor as hotel management. Accor is a hotel management 

company, managing multiple hotels including both direct and indirect competitors of properties mutual fund 

invested. Since Accor is hired to manage different hotels that are diverse from location, price, service, 

architecture and decoration, facility and room size, guests consider all these factors in deciding where to 

stay. Hence, guests decide the type of hotels they want to stay based on their own need that reduce the 

conflict of interest.  

 Since Accor business is hotel management, Accor group may accept to manage other Ibis hotels the Erawan 

Group does not have any ownership in the location closed to the area where Mutual Fund has invested in. 

This may create a conflict of interest between Accor and Mutual Fund. The management company, then, 

cannot guarantee to mutual fund on the conflict of interest on this circumstance. 

Risk from the ability in capturing benefit from properties 

1) Turn over risk of the fund as a result of hotel management 

Once the revenue guarantee period ended, mutual fund receives the rent based on the Erawan Growth 

Management’s performance. Properties invested by Mutual Fund are managed by Accor Group with the 
responsibility in the properties of Fund invested as assigned by the Erawan Growth Management, which 

includes business policies in managing these properties. How Accor manages the properties will have direct 

impact to the performance of the Erawan Growth Management that reflects on the mutual fund revenue.  

 If Accor cannot manage the properties for any reasons while the Erawan Growth Management cannot assign 

new company in managing properties, this will negatively impact the performance, financial statement and 

ability to pay dividends of fund. The Fund can terminate the rent contract with the Erawan Growth 

Management if the Erawan Growth Management is the source that causes the termination of contract with 

Accor before the end of contract (without resolving the issue) while can receive damage claim from the 

Erawan Growth Management.  
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2)  Risk from land expropriation 

 Nonetheless, the fund may not be compensated from the expropriation, or it may receive more or  less than 

the value it has invested in the property, which means the returns unitholders will receive from their 

investment may not be as expected both in terms of the dividend and the invested fund itself. 

 The funds are at risk in case of expropriation of the assets invested by the fund by a government agency. 

As a result, the Fund may not use the assets invested by the Fund for the benefit of its business operations. 

However, in the event of such expropriation A mutual fund may not receive compensation for such 

expropriation or receive such compensation more or less than the amount used by the fund to invest in the 

property. This may result in the return that the unitholders will receive from their investment does not meet 

the estimates in respect of dividends and capital cuts. 

As for the information currently, available that can be initially examined, it is found that the location of the 

assets of the investment fund does not fall under a specific surrender zone. However, the Management 

Company cannot assess the likelihood of being expropriated. As land expropriation was a policy and a 

necessity for the use of the government area at the time. 

 3) Risk from economic fluctuations which may have an effect on the assets 

Assets invested by mutual funds are at risk from economic fluctuations. And the slowdown of the economy 

Both nationally and globally 

In addition, such assets may be affected by changes from other macro factors such as political factors. 

Change in population structure Being affected by natural disasters, epidemics, as well as in the event of 

domestic unrest. 

4) Risks from high competition  

Fund performance may be affected by the market condition of real estate. The increase in the number of 

entrepreneurs in the market will result in an increase in the market supply resulting in increased 

competition. 

5) Risk from property renovation 

Each property must be repaired and renovated to keep it constantly fresh, modernized and meeting 

customer’s satisfaction in order to continue attracting them. Normally, an annual maintenance or 
renovation will not really affect the operation unless it’s the major overhaul to improve interior and exterior 

image of the property, or if it’s a major overhaul of the mechanical and electrical system, which will be 
carried out at a time deemed appropriate by the asset manager, the lessee or the fund. Normally, the 

business won’t be disrupted during the renovation period. However, renovation of the property on an area-

by-area basis may affect the property’s income from the renovated area. 
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So far, the property that the fund will invest for the first time has been subject to an annual maintenance. Ibis 

Patong Hotel and Ibis Pattaya Hotel recorded an average maintenance cost between 2010 and 2012 of Baht 

3.22 million and Baht 2.90 million a year, respectively. As a result, the property the fund will invest for the first 

time has been properly maintained and ready for use. The lessee also sets aside a reserve for maintenance 

and repair costs, for refreshing purpose and to purchase furniture and built-in and their accessories at 4% of 

the hotel’s total operating incomes each year. This should help shortening a renovation period and impacts 

to both hotels in case they are to have a major renovation thanks to their regular annual maintenance 

activities.  

6) Risk of the decline in Tourists 

Business Operation of renter and property management can get negative impact from any events that reduce 

the attractiveness of Thailand as tourist destination from both local and foreigners, especially foreigners as a 

major customer target on properties mutual fund invested. Such events may relate to international economic 

crisis, appreciation of Thai Baht, negative perspectives of Thailand in foreigners’eye, wars, protests, region 
epidemic and political instability. These events will affect Thai Economy and tourist industry severely, causing 

the severe impact to the fund.  

Risk relating to the invested property 

1) Risk from an access to public road of Ibis Pattaya Hotel  

 Ibis Pattaya Hotel is not located next to a public road. At present, to reach the hotel, one would need to access 

it through the land under Title Deed No. 1 7 4 2 04  owned by Erawan. Under the agreement to buy and sell 

property between Erawan and the Erawan Fund, the servitude on the land under Title Deed No. 1 7 4 20 4  will 

be registered on the day the fund invests in the property the first time so that the land will become the location 

of Ibis Pattaya Hotel and residents on the land can use the road under the servitude registered under Title 

Deed No. 174204 for pedestrian and car access to public roads. The servitude will not expire.  

 The fund cannot guarantee that whether in practice, Erawan or a party, who is transferred the land ownership 

under Title Deed No. 174204 from Erawan, will comply with the relevant agreement, which requires Erawan to 

allow the land to be Ibis Pattaya Hotel’s location and to permit residents to use the land subject to the servitude 

under Title Deed No. 1 7 4 2 04  as a pedestrian and vehicle access without further objection. In case of any 

objection, this could affect Ibis Pattaya Hotel’s operation. However, the servitude, once registered, will be 
attached to the land and will oblige anyone who is subsequently transferred the land ownership under Title 

Deed No. 174204 at any stage. This means the fund can exercise its right by filing a complaint with the court 

to enforce the servitude in case of objection.  

 2)  Servitude on the land where Ibis Pattaya Hotel is located 
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 In return for the rights to use the servitude that the fund will receive under Clause 1  on the day of the fund’s 
first-time investment, the fund must register the servitude on the land where Ibis Pattaya Hotel is located 

indefinitely to enable three Erawan plots of land, namely, Land No. 312  under Title Deed No. 174206 , Land 

No. 3 1 5  under Title Deed No. 1 7 8 9 30  and Land No. 1 7  under Title Deed No. 1 9 0 9 4 , to be used for the 

installation of infrastructure towers, pipelines and wiring (including electricity, water and phone) through the 

land where Ibis Pattaya Hotel is located, limited to the part of land that the fund and Erawan mutually agree to 

minimize any impact to Ibis Pattaya Hotel’s business. 

 The registration of this servitude has been approved by the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC). The AMC is of the view that the registration of the servitude will benefit the land where Ibis Pattaya Hotel 

is located since Erawan offers, in return, the servitude on the land for Ibis Pattaya Hotel to gain pedestrian and 

vehicle access to public roads. Such offering has no adverse impact to the property the fund will invest for the 

first time. 

Direct risk to funds or unit holders 

1) General risks 

Business and economic conditions generally. Both nationally and globally. This includes inflation interest rate, 

exchange rates, consumer price, property prices and fiscal and monetary policies of the government. Bank of 

Thailand and other government agencies may influence performance. Finances And investment funds. In 

addition, the general economic downturn, the decline of consumer demand could impact negatively significant 

effect on the operations of the Fund. This could affect the trading price of the units on the Stock Exchange of 

Thailand, which may be higher or lower than the prices offered.  

In addition, the price of investment units traded on the Stock Exchange of Thailand may be affected by many 

external factors, which are uncontrollable factors of the fund such as movements or changes in foreign 

exchange markets, domestic and foreign interest rates, currency exchange rates, policies or measures, 

directly or indirectly, affecting imports or exports tourism business conditions, foreign currency, The national 

and international economic conditions, general operational and business risk factors, fluctuations in the 

consumer market, tax regulations and other government policies etc. There is no guarantee that the change 

in the said external factors will not have a significant impact on the price of the investment unit and project 

management of the Funds. 

2) Political risk 

Although the current political situation grew into a better situation but if there is unrest or political conflicts 

occur may adversely affect the economy of the country. The Stock Exchange of Thailand This may cause 

serious effects on the financial performance of the Fund can not guarantee that the political situation in 

Thailand at present or in the future or changes in political policy of the government will not be affected 

significantly. the operations Financial conditions Results of operations and growing the Fund. 
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3) Risk from natural disasters, accidents and sabotage 

The occurrence of natural disasters, accidents and sabotage, and other force majeure despite not likely to 

occur frequently but if it happens in the location of the property investment fund. In addition to damage to 

the property of the fund may cause the loss of lives and property of tenants and service users in the property 

investment fund is priceless. However, the Fund will have insurance that covers damage caused by natural 

disasters, accidents and sabotage. And other force majeure Assets for the Fund, subject to the conditions 

set out in the policy, which the Fund has provided by general business and on the SEC timeline. 

4) Risk from due diligence prior to the investment  

Before investing in the properties that the fund will invest in, the management company has studied the 

details of that property by examining relevant documents (Due Diligence) together with the study of details 

from the appraiser's report. Property Legal Status Report by Legal Counsel and a real estate inspection 

report prepared from the inspection of the real estate that the fund will invest fully in accordance with the 

professional standards of that advisor. However, it does not guarantee that the property is free from damage 

or defect that could incur any renovation or repair costs.  

The appraisers' reports, property legal audit reports by legal advisors and real estate inspection reports 

invested by the management company as a basis for real estate appraisal and auditing may inaccuracy. 

This is because some real estate defects may be difficult to detect or even impossible to detect due to 

inspection limitations includes inspection techniques or methods or other factors limiting the audit by 

appraisers and engineers.     

In addition, properties invested by the mutual fund may be subject to violations of various rules and 

regulations related to real estate. The study of detailed information and the examination of relevant 

documents (Due Diligence) of the Management Company is not entirely comprehensive. This may result in 

a cost burden that exceeds the management company has estimated prior to the investment or creates an 

obligation to meet the obligations in connection with such breach of regulations imposed by the unit. 

Relevant government agencies, changes in accounting standards or relevant laws.  

Regarding the changes of accounting standards or laws, the fund’s operation results, and dividend payment 
may be affected by an enforcement of new accounting standards or an amendment of the existing 

accounting standards, which is beyond the fund’s control or anticipation. Any amendment of laws, 
notifications, requirements, rules and regulations, by-laws, policies and/or public orders by the authorities 

can be considered an unanticipated event. The fund won’t be able to assess a possible impact from such 
amendment. Neither can it guarantee that the change won’t affect its performance and dividend payment. 

5) Changes in accounting standards or related laws  
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The operating results and dividends of the Fund may be affected by the effect of new accounting standards 

or improvement of accounting standards. This is a factor that the Fund can not control or predict. For 

resolving legal regulatory provisions, regulations, policies and / or order of the Government.  

Or an agency authorized by law. Is an event that can not be predicted, such as the Fund is therefore unable 

to assess the impact of such changes and its can not guarantee that these changes will not affect the 

operating results and dividends of the Fund. 

6) The price of the units are changes after the offering 

After the investment unit of the fund is listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand. The management company 

cannot predict that the trading conditions of the investment units in the Stock Exchange of Thailand will be 

stable. The market price of investment units may decrease after the first trading day on the Stock Exchange 

of Thailand. The above price may not be consistent with the net asset value per unit of the Fund. The market 

price of the investment unit depends on many factors such as the performance of the Fund, volatility of 

securities in the Stock Exchange of Thailand and trading volume of investment units, etc. Therefore, investors 

may not be able to sell investment units at the offering price of investment units or at the net asset value per 

unit of the Fund. 

7) The net asset value of the fund may not be the intrinsic value that the fund will receive if all assets are 

disposed of or the fund is terminated. 

The net asset value of the mutual fund mentioned here has been calculated by using the information from 

the investment property valuation report as basic information. Therefore, if the mutual fund has to sell the 

property of the mutual fund for investment restructuring or for Fund termination the said value may not be 

the true value that the Fund will receive if the property is sold in whole or in part. 

8) Risk from lack of liquidity in trading of investment units in the secondary market  

The Fund, which is listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand closed. The liquidity is trading unit to assess 

the frequency and volume of investment in the Stock Exchange of Thailand. Which is based on the demand 

of the buyers - sellers (bid-offer) which is the demand of the buyer - seller. Based on several factors, the 

Fund has no control, including the demand to invest in the units of the Fund market during that time, so 

there is a risk that investors will lack of liquidity in trading. in the secondary market. 

9) Tax Risk 

In selling, transferring or accepting transfer of leasehold rights or selling, transferring or accepting transfer 

of real estate in the future There may be tax burdens and fees arising from the purchase or sale or transfer 

or acceptance of ownership transfer or transfer or acceptance of the transfer of leasehold rights in 
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immovable properties, which the Fund may have to bear in whole or in part, with the fees and tax rates that 

the Fund will such payment may be different from the current rate.  

In addition, in the future the tax burden of the mutual fund and/or tax liability of unit holders for trading of 

investment units and receiving dividends from mutual funds may change from current rates. 

10)   Risks of property funds comparing to other types of funds 

The property fund must invest in real estate or leasehold rights to not less than 75% of the net asset value 

of the mutual fund. Making investment concentrated in real estate While other mutual funds have policies to 

diversify their investments in various types of financial instruments. 

11)  The ability to pay dividends from the Funds 

The dividend payment will be considered from the performance of the mutual fund. Which depends on many 

factors such as the domestic and foreign economic conditions, capabilities of the property manager, real 

estate management costs, various operating expenses, competition, changes in laws and regulations 

related to assets, natural disasters, political conditions. Therefore, there is a risk that investors will not 

receive dividends as estimated. Or mutual funds will not be able to maintain a level of dividends or increase 

dividends. 

12) Risk of spreading the spread of contagious diseases worldwide may lead to fluctuations in the capital 

markets around the world which may have a serious negative impact on the procurement of benefits 

Financial status and fund performance. 

The global epidemic of communicable diseases in recent years, such as the SARS epidemic, the avian 

influenza (H5N1) , etc. Until now with the outbreak of the Corona virus 2019 (COVID-19), it may adversely 

affect the economy in many ways, which may negatively affect the global economy. Or may have an impact 

on investment decisions and may result in global capital markets fluctuating continuously. In addition, the 

outbreak may cause restrictions on travel and the use of public transport. Including may cause to have to 

close tourist attractions, workplaces. Any significant changes in capital markets or economies at the regional 

or global level due to events or changes in the epidemic situation in these matters May have a significant 

negative impact on the procurement of benefits. Financial status and fund performance This effect may 

have wide effects, not only in Thailand. 

13)  Risk from using the net asset value (NAV) of the mutual fund in determining the purchase and sale price 

of the assets. 

Calculation of net asset value (NAV) of mutual funds announced by management companies It is calculated 

using the valuation report or the latest appraisal review report as the basis for determining the property 

value, which the value may not be the actual trading value of the properties. 
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14)  Future risk of investing in additional Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) 

After 2 0 1 3 , the Fund has restrictions on investing in additional real estate under If the mutual fund is 

necessary to increase capital or borrow money for future investment mentioned Which the fund must convert 

from a property fund to a REIT. To convertion a property fund to a REIT, the mutual fund must obtain approval 

from the unitholders who hold not less than half of the total investment units of the mutual fund. In order to 

convert from a property fund to a Real Estate Investment Trust before being able to increase capital or 

borrow money for additional investment. Such conditions will be in accordance with the SEC's 

announcement and other relevant notifications. 

6.      Legal disputes 

 In the past financial year, the Fund does not have a lawsuit arbitration in the dispute or any other legal disputes 

that are significant and directly related to the Fund business. The management company believes will have a 

serious negative impact to the business financial status performance and future operating trends. 

7.     Other important information 

-None- 
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Section 2 The Fund Management and Supervisor  

8. Information of investment units of the Fund 

8.1   Investment units of the Fund 

The information 

The The fund Capital 1,831,440,000 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 1st capital reduction 1,827,706,680 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 2nd capital reduction 1,792,627,560 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 3rd capital reduction 1,762,690,560 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 4th capital reduction 1,748,144,700 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 5th capital reduction 1,724,723,400 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 6th capital reduction 1,695,860,610 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 7th capital reduction 1,680,839,280 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 8th capital reduction 1,660,235,580 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 9th capital reduction 1,629,418,080 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 10th capital reduction 1,614,925,050 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 11th capital reduction 1,591,961,610 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 12th capital reduction 1,564,120,200 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 13th capital reduction 1,549,627,170 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 14th capital reduction 1,532,122,830 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 15th capital reduction 1,515,463,770 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 16th capital reduction 1,500,970,740 

Amount of the funds remaining from the 17th capital reduction 1,471,473,990 

Par Value of investment at The The fund establishment date 10.4000 

Par value per unit after the 1st capital reduction  10.3788 

Par value per unit after the 2nd capital reduction 10.1796 

Par value per unit after the 3rd capital reduction 10.0096 

Par value per unit after the 4th capital reduction 9.9270 

Par value per unit after the 5th capital reduction 9.7940 

Par value per unit after the 6th capital reduction  9.6301 

Par value per unit after the 7th capital reduction 9.5448 

Par value per unit after the 8th capital reduction 9.4278 

Par value per unit after the 9th capital reduction 9.2528 

Par value per unit after the 10th capital reduction 9.1705 

Par value per unit after the 11th capital reduction 9.0401 
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Par value per unit after the 12th capital reduction 8.8820 

Par value per unit after the 13th capital reduction 8.7997 

Par value per unit after the 14th capital reduction 8.7003 

Par value per unit after the 15th capital reduction 8.6057 

Par value per unit after the 16th capital reduction 8.5234 

Par value per unit after the 17th capital reduction 8.3559 

Number of Investment Units 176,100,000 

Investment Unit Type Entered in a name certificate 

IPO Price 10.4000 

Current Authorized Capital (as of 22 March 2022) 1,471,473,990 

Current Unit Price (as of 31 December 2021) THB 7.4802 per unit 

Current Unit Price (as of 31 December 2020) THB 7.4875 per unit 

 

Investment Unit Price Information 

Close price (as of 30 December 2021)  4.34 

Maximum Price in 2021 4.60 

Minimum Price in 2021 4.06 

Market Capitalization as of 30 December 2021 746,664,000 

NAV of the the Fund as of 31 December 2021 1,317,275,279.84 

NAV of the the Fund as of 31 December 2020 1,318,551,129.63 

 

 

8.2   Details about the capital reduction or reduce the value of investment units 

No. 
Closing book 

Date 
Payment Date 

The amount of registered 

capital before decreasing 

investment unit value 

The amount of 

registered capital 

decreased 

The amount of 

registered capital after 

reducing the value of 

investment units 

THB/Units 
THB 

Million  
THB/Units 

THB 

Million 
THB/Units 

THB 

Million 

1 11 Nov 2016 24 Nov 2016 10.4000 1,831.44 0.0212 3.73 10.3788 1,827.71 

2 07 Feb 2017 23 Feb 2017 10.3788 1,827.71 0.1992 35.08 10.1796 1,792.63 

3 11 May 2017 24 May 2017 10.1796 1,792.63 0.1700  29.94  10.0096 1,762.69 

4 13 Nov 2017 27 Nov 2017 10.0096 1,762.69 0.0826  14.55  9.9270 1,748.14 

5 15 Feb 2018 02 Mar 2018 9.9270 1,748.14 0.1330  23.42  9.7940 1,724.72 

6 17 May 2018 01 Jun 2018 9.7940 1,724.72 0.1639 28.86 9.6301 1,695.86 

7 21 Nov 2018 04 Dec 2018 9.6301 1,695.86 0.0853 15.02 9.5448 1,680.83 
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8 12 Feb 2019 01 Mar 2019 9.5448 1,680.83 0.1170 20.60 9.4278 1,660.23 

9 21 May 2019 4 Jun 2019 9.4278 1,660.23 0.1750 30.81 9.2528 1,629.41 

10 20 Nov 2019 4 Dec 2019 9.2528 1,629.41 0.0823 14.49 9.1705 1,614.92 

11 14 Feb 2020 3 Mar 2020 9.1705 1,614.92 0.1304 22.96 9.0401 1,591.96 

12 14 May 2020 1 Jun 2020 9.0401 1,591.96 0.1581 27.84   8.8820 1,564.12 

13 13 Nov 2020 1 Dec 2020 8.8820 1,564.12 0.0823 14.49 8.7997 1,549.62 

14 17 Feb 2021 5 Mar 2021 8.7997 1,549.62 0.0994 17.50 8.7003 1,532.12 

15 14 May 2021 4 Jun 2021 8.7003 1,532.12 0.0946 16.65 8.6057 1,515.46 

16 15 Nov 2021 3 Dec 2021 8.6057 1,515.46 0.0823 14.19 8.5234 1,500.97 

17 14 Feb 2022 4 Mar 2022 8.5234 1,500.97 0.1675 29.49 8.3559 1,471.47 

 

The the fund has excess liquidity because the the fund has accumulated unrealize loss from the 

revaluation of assets which is non-cash accounting item in 2020. Therefore, if the The fund wishes to pay 

the excess liquidity to the unit holders the the fund must therefore proceed by reducing the registered 

capital. 

8.3 Unitholder information 

1)  Major unitholders as of 1 March 2021 (Record Date)  

No. Name  # Shares % Shares 

1 SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE  50,821,200  28.86% 

2 THE ERAWAN GROUP PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  35,220,000  20.00% 

3 AIA COMPANY LIMITED-EQDP-D FUND 1  10,846,500  6.16% 

4 MR. VIVAT WONGCHAROENSIN  7,785,000  4.42% 

5 ONE PROPERTY PLUS THE FUND  7,750,600  4.40% 

6 MR. VITOON VONGKUSOLKIT  3,000,000  1.70% 

7 ONE PROPERTY PLUS DIVIDEND THE FUND  2,859,700  1.62% 

8 MUANG THAI LIFE ASSURANCE PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  2,831,500  1.61% 

9 MS. JINTANA KANCHANAKAMNERD  2,750,000  1.56% 

10 MS. JUTHAMAS SANTIHIRUNWONG  1,710,000  0.97% 

 

2. Major unitholder (holding investment unit more than or equal to 10%, including the same group of persons  

No. Name # Shares % Shares 

1 SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE  50,821,200   28.86  

2 THE ERAWAN GROUP PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED  35,220,000   20.00  
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3. Groups of unitholders having influence on materially assigning the policies related to management or operation of 

the Management Company 

-None- 

8.4 Total expenses summary 

The Fund has a policy to pay dividend distributions to Unitholders at least once a year if the The fund has enough 

earnings. However, the management company may be considered a special dividend exceeds dividends to the 

unitholders by the Management Company is of the opinion that it is necessary and appropriate.  

(1) If the The fund's net income in any period, the management company will pay dividends to unitholders not less 

than 90%  of net earnings excluding gain on unrealized from valuation or review of valuation of real estate or 

leasehold property for that the period.  

(2) In case that the The fund has retained earnings in any period, the management company may pay dividends 

to unit holders from such retained earnings. 

Dividend under subsection (1) must not cause the the Fund's accumulated loss increased in the period in which 

the dividends are paid. 

Dividend payments (1) and (2), the management company shall pay the dividend to the unit holders within 90 days 

after the end of the period in which the dividends are paid. In case the company is unable to pay dividends on the 

said period. The management company will inform the unitholders on the SEC. and to inform the commission in 

writing.  

Additional conditions 

In determining dividend If the dividend declared per unit during the financial year is lower than or equal to 0.10 

baht. The management company reserves the right not to pay dividends on that occasion and to raise the dividend 

at the same period in fiscal year-end. The criteria for the payment of dividend, the management company will be 

carried out as stated unless the SEC, the SEC and / or any other agency that is authorized by law. The changes 

announced, orders, approvals and / or any other. The management company will continue to adhere to it. 

8.4.1 History of dividend and capital reduction 

Total Dividend Payment Time 

No. Period of operating Bath/Unit Payment Date 

1 1 Apr - 30 Sep 2013 0.1182 15 Nov 2013 

2 1 Oct - 31 Dec 2013 0.3204 19 Feb 2014 

3 1 Jan – 31 Mar 2014 0.2004 22 May 2014 

4 1 Apr - 30 Sep 2014 0.0852 24 Nov 2014 

5 1 Oct - 31 Dec 2014 0.3072 20 Feb 2015 

6 1 Jan – 31 Mar 2015 0.1599 25 May 2015 
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7 1 Apr - 30 Sep 2015 0.0871 23 Nov 2015 

8 1 Oct - 31 Dec 2015 0.3132 23 Feb 2016 

9 1 Jan – 31 Mar 2016 0.2033 24 May 2016 

10 1 Apr - 30 Sep 2016 0.0630 24 Nov 2016 

11 1 Oct - 31 Dec 2016 0.1480 23 Feb 2017 
 

Total 2.0059 
 

 

Capital Return History 

No. XN Date Baht/Unit Payment Date 

1 08 Nov 2016 0.0212 24 Nov 2016 

2 02 Feb 2017 0.1992 23 Feb 2017 

3 05 May 2017 0.1700 24 May 2017 

4 13 Nov 2017 0.0826 27 Nov 2017 

5 15 Feb 2018 0.1330 02 Mar 2018 

6 17 May 2018 0.1639 01 Jun 2018 

7 21 Nov 2018 0.0853 04 Dec 2018 

8 14 Feb 2019 0.1170 01 Mar 2019 

9 21 May 2019 0.1750 04 Jun 2019 

10 20 Nov 2019 0.0823 04 Dec 2019 

11 14 Feb 2020 0.1304 03 Mar 2020 

12 14 May 2020 0.1581 01 Jun 2020 

13 13 Nov 2020 0.0823 01 Dec 2020 

14 17 Feb 2021 0.0994 05 Mar 2021 

15 14 May 2021 0.0946 04 Jun 2021 

16 15 Nov 2021 0.0823 03 Dec 2021 

17 14 Feb 2022 0.1675 04 Mar 2022 
 

Total 2.0441 
 

 

9. The Fund management structure 

9.1 The management company 

                        9.1.1 Name, address, registration code, office number and fax number and website 

Name SCB Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

Address 7-8 th Floor. SCB Park Plaza 1, 18 Ratchadapisek Road, 

Chatuchak, 
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 Bangkok 10900 Thailand 

Registration Code 0105535048398 

Office Number 0-2949-1500 

Fax Number 0-2949-1501 

Company Website http://www.scbam.com 

 

9.1.2 Management structure, list of shareholders, list of directors, executives and the fund managers 

The fact that Siam Commercial Bank (SCB) is a major shareholder of the management company (holding 

99.99% of its shares) does not have any impact to the management company’s controlling power since 
the company itself has a Board of Directors to oversee its management with absolute power in its 

administration with no Unitholder’s intervention. 
 

Organization Structure 

as of 31 December 2021 

 

http://www.scbam.com/
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Based on the internal organization structure above, the operation of the Property and Property The fund 

Department has been separated from others, and commands independence. The Department has clear 

procedures and work regulations and is supervised by the Risk Management Committee and the Compliance and 

Internal Audit Department, which is independent from the Company’s management and which directly reports to 
the Board of Directors, to prevent fraud, corruption or malpractice. 

Board of Directors as of 31 December 2021 

1) Mrs. Kittiya Todhanakasem  Chairman and Chairman of the Risk Management Committee 

2) Mrs. Salinee Wangtal    Director and Chairman of the Audit Committee 

3) Dr. Yunyong Thaicharoen   Director 

4) Mr. Narong Srichukrin   Director 

5) Mr. Chalitti Nuangchamnong  Director and Member of the Audit Committee 

6) Mr. Narongsak Plodmechai   Director and Chief Executive Officer 

7) Mr. Patiphan Lertprasertsiri   Director 

 

Management Team as of 31 December 2021 

1) Mr. Narongsak Plodmechai  Chief Executive Officer 

2) Mrs. Pinsuda Phuwiphadawat Chief Operations Officer, Planning, Operations & Technology 

Division 

3) Mrs. Nunmanus Piamthipmanus  Chief Investment Officer, Investment Division 

4) Mr. Achawin Asavabhokin  Chief Marketing Officer, Sales & Marketing Division 

5) Miss Pinkeo Saikeo   Executive Director, Private & Institutional Business Group 

6) Mrs. Tipaphan Puttarawigorm  Executive Director, Property & Infrastructure Investment Group  

7) Mr. Yuttapon Wittayapanitchagorn Executive Director, Asset Allocation & Fund of Fund Group  

8) Miss Kunakorn Jiranukornsakul  Executive Director, Information Technology Group 

9) Miss Naparatana Kanchanasomwong Executive Director, People Group 

10) Mr. Somphong Hirunkajonrote  Executive Director, Fund Accounting & Operations Group 

11) Dr. Poonsuk Lohsoonthorn  Executive Director, Machine Learning Investment Group 

12) Miss Suparat Areewong Executive Director, Marketing Strategy & Investment Products 

Group 

13) Miss Onuma Cheeppensuk  Executive Director, Strategy & Planning Group  

14) Mrs. Sutthinee Limpapath  Executive Director, Traditional Equity Investment Group 

15) Miss Orawee Udompanich  Executive Director, Provident Fund Business Group 

16) Mr. Varorith Chirachon  Executive Director, Investment Research Group 

17) Mr. Pramote Laosomboon  Executive Director, Risk Management Group 

18) Miss Mayura Tinthanasan  Executive Director, Fixed Income Investment Group 
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List of property the fund managers as of 31 December 2021 

1) Mrs. Tipaphan   Puttarawigorm   

2) Mr. Paeree   Ichayaprueg 

3) Miss Phiraya   Wannakiri  

4) Mr. Navabool   Thongongarj 

 

List of liquidity management the fund managers as of 31 December 2021 

1) Miss Mayura  Tinthanasan* 

2) Miss Naphaphan Lapworrakijchai* 

3) Miss Anchalee  Ngamwutikul* 
4) Mrs. Tuwadara  Isarankura Na Ayutthaya 

5) Miss Watchara  Satitpornumnuay 

6) Mr. Eakaluck   Krasaesian 

7) Miss Thatchaporn Ophatkhajorn * 
8) Miss Kanlayada  Na Pattalung 

9) Miss Kamolrat   Tangtanawat* 

Remark: * Derivative The fund Manager  

The list of management companies and mutual funds under management can be viewed at the website of 

the management company at http://www.scbam.com 

 

Duties and Responsibilities of the Management Company and the Fund Manager  

The management company has a duty and responsibility to operate and manage mutual the funds in 

accordance with the securities laws. Including the duties and responsibilities as follows:  

1) The the fund management 

  ( 1)  to strictly manage the The fund as stipulated in the The fund Scheme which has been approved by 

the Office of the SEC, the Commitment, Unitholders’ resolutions, the Prospectus, Securities Law and other 
agreements into which the The fund will enter, as well as to comply with the duties as stipulated under 

Section 125 of the SEC;  

 ( 2) to procure that the Commitment, the The fund Supervisor Appointment Agreement, and the 

Prospectus, be in place once the SEC approves the The fund’s establishment, and the contents of each 
shall not be different from the draft Commitment, draft the fund supervisor appointment agreement, and 

draft Prospectus submitted to the Office of the SEC; 

 (3)  to deliver, distribute and make available the Prospectus and details of the The fund Scheme and the 

Commitment (which form parts of the Prospectus) according to the following criteria and procedures: 

 

http://www.scbam.com/
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(a) Before the initial public offering of the investment units, the management company is 

required to send the prospectus no less than one business day to the Office before starting to 

deliver it to the public. The document will be sent via the the fund Report and Prospectus (MRAP)’s 
system. In case of information change, the management company is required to update the 

information without delay through the system.  

(b) The management company must distribute essential information with regard to investment 

units and the the fund to unitholders in an adequate manner. The company may prepare project 

details in case investors request or wish to have a look. The information must be updated. 

(c) Upon the end of the IPO period, the management company must make available the project 

detail section in the prospectus at every office for the public to have a look or make a copy if 

unitholders request so. If the the fund’s investment units are listed in the SET, in case of any project 
amendment, the management company must notify the amendment to the SET without delay and 

within 10  business days from the day following the date the Office approves such amendment or 

the date the amendment resolution is adopted, as the case may be, until the the fund is dissolved. 

(4) The management company wishing to establish an underwriting company to underwrite the units 

may do so. Yet, such underwriter must not be the same person, in terms of relationship, as the 

owner, the lessor, the transferor of leasehold rights and any person granting freehold right to 

property in which the the fund will invest.  

 (5)  Invest the the fund’s investment the fund in immovable property or others including to seek interest, 
purchase, lease, dispose of, transfer leasehold right, sell, alter, add or renovate immovable 

property or other assets already invested in accordance with the policy, objectives, rules, 

conditions and procedures stated in the project, which must be in compliance with the terms and 

rules of notifications of the SEC and the Office of SEC. 

 (6) If the management company finds out that any individual or the same group of individuals holds 

more than one-third of investment units sold of any mutual the fund, the management company 

will proceed in a manner to meet the Office of SEC’s requirements. 

 (7)  Increase or reduce the the fund’s capital according to the rules and procedures stated by the 
project and/or required by the SEC or the Office of SEC. 

 (8)  Allocate the the fund’s profit by paying dividend to unitholders in accordance with the rules and 

procedures stated in the project and required by the Office of SEC. 

 (9) Appraise property values in accordance with the rules and requirements of the Office of SEC. 

 (10)     Insure the the fund in accordance with the rules and requirements of the Office of SEC. 

 (11) Examine property conditions in accordance with the rules and requirements of the Office of SEC. 
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 (12) Submit relevant and necessary documents and information required for an appraisal or appraisal 

review as requested by an appraisal firm; facilitate the following:  

  (a) a property appraisal firm or a designated individual to survey immovable property acquired 

by the the fund for appraisal purpose. 

 (b) A the fund supervisor  or a designated person to examine condition of immovable property 

acquired by the the fund’s investment as stated in the the fund supervisor  appointment 
agreement.  

 (13) Organize the meeting of unitholders if unitholders holding no fewer than 10% of all investment 

units sold request for such meeting. 

 (14) Amend or change the project or management procedures in accordance with the terms and 

conditions and rules stated in the project. 

 (15) Enter into any juristic act on behalf of the the fund that the management company is authorized to 

do within the scope of laws.  

 (16) Do other things to achieve the the fund’s objectives and maintain the interest of unitholders within 
the scopes of the management company’s duties and responsibilities, which however must not 
be in conflict with the laws on securities and/or other relevant laws. 

 (17)     Dissolve the the fund as defined in the project  

 

 2)  Receiving and making payments  

The the fund will receive and pay fees, expenses and/or other remunerations as defined in the project. 

 3)  Appointment of the related party to manage the the fund  

 (1) Establish the Investment Committee; 

 (2) Appoint individuals approved by the Office of SEC to perform the following duties: 

    (a) the Property The fund Manager to make decisions to invest or dispose of immovable property 

or leasehold right. 

    (b)The The fund Manager to make decisions to invest or dispose of assets under Clause 5.2  to 

manage the the fund’s liquidity.  

  The the fund management company will openly post the property the fund manager’s name at its 
office.  

 (3)      Appoint the the fund supervisor  with qualifications as announced in the notification of the Office 

of SEC Re: Qualifications of the property the fund’s the fund supervisor ; change of the fund 
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supervisor , appoint a replacement according to the conditions of the fund supervisor  

replacement defined in the project. This however will be subject to the Office of SEC’s approval. 

(4) Appoint the registrar, change the registrar, appoint a registrar replacement with qualifications as 

 required by the Office of SEC, and notify the appointment to the Office of SEC. 

(5) Appoint the registrar who can supervise the unitholding of foreign investors at a particular period 

following the Initial Public Offering to comply with the rules announced by the Office of SEC. 

(6) Appoint a property appraisal company to do an appraisal and review the the fund’s asset values. 
The appraisal company must be in the Office of SEC’s approved name list. 

(7) Appoint a property manager who must possess qualifications with no prohibited characteristics 

announced by the SEC. 

(8) Appoint an advisor (if any) to advise the management company and/or the the fund. 

(9) Appoint an auditor with qualifications and without prohibited characteristics as announced by the 

Office of SEC Re: Approval rules applicable to auditors; change the the fund’s auditor, appoint a 
replacing auditor with complete qualifications as required by the Office of SEC, notify the 

appointment to the Office of SEC. 

(10)  Appoint a liquidator to collect and distribute assets to unitholders and to perform other duties 

necessary for the liquidation to complete when terminating or dissolving the the fund. 

(11) Appoint other persons to perform other tasks in relation to the the fund such as construction 

supervisor, expert, Bill of Quantity specialist, building examiner, cleaner and building contractor.  

4) Other duties  

 (1)  Register the asset booked as income resulting from sales of the project’s investment units as the 
fund with the Office of SEC within 15 business days from the closing of the offering period. 

(2) Apply with the SET to list the the fund’s investment units as listed securities within 30 days from the 

registration date of the the fund’s asset. 

 (3) Receive a document acknowledging the registration of asset as the the fund from the Office of SEC 

by paying a relevant fee at a rate set by the Office of SEC in case the document is lost or destroyed. 

 (4) Separate the the fund’s asset from the management company’s asset; place the the fund’s asset 
with the the fund supervisor  and/or Thailand Securities Depository Co Ltd (TSD).  

 (5) Prepare the register of unitholders in accordance with the rules and procedures of the Office of 

SEC and keep it  
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 (6) Prepare an accurate investment account, submit an investment report to the the fund supervisor  in 

accordance with the rules and procedures of the Office of SEC. 

 (7) Calculate the asset value, the Net Asset Value (NAV) and the unit value in accordance with 

notifications governing rules, conditions and procedures to establish and manage the property the 

fund, or rules and procedures of the Office of SEC. 

 (8) Inform unitholders either by a notice or through the SETs investment system in case of any event or 

change after the day the asset value, the NAV and the unit value in Clause 29.3 is calculated, which 

is found to have a material effect to the the fund’s assets. 

 (9) Prepare the the fund’s financial statements in accordance with the accounting standards of 

investment business and standards of Federation of Accounting Professionals; prepare the the 

fund’s report at every year-end and submit it to unitholders whose names are in the register and to 

the Office of SEC within four months from the end of the fiscal period. 

 (10) Submit a copy of an appraisal report and an appraisal review report together with supporting 

documents to the the fund supervisor  and the Office within 1 5  days from the day the report is 

received.  

 (11) Submit the following documents to the the fund supervisor  without delay upon an investment or a 

disposal of property or leasehold right: 

   (a) Document expressing ownership or freehold right, and an agreement to buy, lease, get 

transfer of leasehold right or grant freehold right in immovable property, as the case may be. 

  (b) A written agreement representing a disposal of immovable property or leasehold right. 

The management company will issue a notice informing the possession of immovable property to 

the the fund supervisor within five business days from the possession date. 

 (12)    Submit copies of the following agreements to the the fund supervisor : 

 ( a)  an agreement to appoint an appraisal firm within five business days from the signing 

date or from the the fund supervisor  appointment date in case the appraisal firm is appointed 

before the appointment of the fund supervisor , as the case may be. 

  (b) An agreement to appoint a property manager and an advisor (if any) within five 

business days from the contract signing date.  

 ( 1 3 )  Collect, follow up and order individuals under the appointment contract such as the property 

manager, advisor, construction supervisor and others to prepare, submit and write reports and/or 

perform tasks stated in the contract and/or requested by the Investment Committee (if any) and/or 

unitholders and/or persons with legal authority. 
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 (14) Send a summary of essential information with regard to the the fund’s investment or the disposal of 
its property or leasehold right to unitholders and the Office within 1 5  days from the investment or 

disposal date; post the information openly at every management company’s office and the the fund 
supervisor ’s head office within 1 5  days from the investment or disposal date for investors to have 

a look. The summary must contain essential information required by the notification of the Office of 

SEC.  

  As soon as the investment units are approved to be listed in the SET, the management company 

will submit a summary of essential information under paragraph one to the SET, which replaces the 

delivery of information to unitholders, within the business day following the day the the fund buys, 

leases, disposes of or transfers leasehold right, or within other timeframe required by the SET.  

 (15)   Sell, dispose of and transfer all or part of the the fund’s asset as appropriate. 

(16)   Perform other tasks that the laws on securities define as the management company’s duty. 

 

9.2 Lessee 

Name Address company ID Telephone and Fax    

Name Erawan Growth Managemaet Co., Ltd. 

Address 2, Sukhumvit Road, Klongtoei, Bangkok 10110, Thailand 

Telephone 0-257-4588 

Fax 0-257-4577 

 

9.3 The fund supervisor 

Name, address, telephone and fax number of the the fund supervisor and the property storage place 

of the Property The fund 

 

The Fund Supervisor 

Name KASIKORNBANK PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

Address Securities Service Department 19 FL  
1 Soi Ratburana 27/1 Ratburana Road 

Ratburana Bangkok 10140 

Telephone 0-2470-3201 

Fax 0-2470-1996-7 
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The property storage place 

Name KASIKORNBANK PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 

Address Securities Service Department 19 FL  
1 Soi Ratburana 27/1 Ratburana Road 

Ratburana Bangkok 10140 

Telephone 0-2470-3201 

Fax 0-2470-1996-7 

 

 Duties and Responsibilities of the fund supervisor and Asset Storage 

 The the fund supervisor is having the following rights, duties and responsibilities in the project:  

(1)     Being remunerated for its performance as a the fund supervisor  at a rate set in the the fund supervisor  

  appointment agreement signed with the management company. 

(2) Oversee performance of the management company in accordance with Section 125 and other related  

provisions in the Securities and Exchange Act, B.E 2 5 3 5  ( 1 9 92 )  as well as approved terms and 

conditions of the management project and obligations made with unitholders where the the fund 

supervisor  must immediately inform the management company if the management company fails to 

perform its duties. 

In case the management company damages the the fund as a result of its operation, or if the 

management company fails to comply with Section 125 and other relevant provisions of the Securities 

and Exchange Act, B.E 2535 (1992) , the the fund supervisor  is to report the matter in detail to the 

Office of SEC within five days from the day it learns about the incident, or if it should learn about the 

incident for any reason. 

(3) File a legal action against the management company by demanding it to perform its duty or for 

compensation for damages caused by the management company for the benefit of all unitholders, or 

upon receiving the Office of SEC’s order. 

(4) Examine the the fund’s assets within the following schedules: 

( a) Within 3 0  days from the day it is notified by the management company to take possession of 

assets. 

 ( b) Every year from the day the the fund supervisor completed its asset examination in the previous 

year. Expenses resulting from the asset examination will be charged as the the fund’s expense.  

(5) Record conditions of the asset the the fund supervisor  has examined accurately and completely 

within 30 days from the day it starts the examination. 
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(6) Inform the management company within five business days from the day the the fund supervisor  finds 

any material effect to the the fund’s assets. 

(7) Require the management company to conduct a new appraisal as soon as the the fund supervisor  

feels that any incident or change results in a material effect to the the fund’s asset value or lease 
value.  

(8) Audit the investment or the disposal of property or leasehold right in compliance with the project and 

the SEC’s rules. 

(9) Prepare accounting and certify the accuracy of the the fund’s assets deposited with the the fund 
supervisor , prepare an account detailing receipts and payments of the the fund’s assets. 

(10) Certify that the calculation of the the fund’s asset value, its NAV and unit value is accurate and comply 
with the rules announced by the Office of SEC; the the fund supervisor  may use information acquired 

from the management company, which could be from a report prepared and certified by the 

management company itself, or a report it acquires from the property manager or anyone with proper 

qualifications that the management company has hired where the property manager or the person 

has already signed to certify the report’s accuracy, to support its NAV calculation. 

(11) Provide opinions regarding the the fund’s operation in the the fund’s report. 

(12) Have other rights, duties and responsibilities described in the the fund supervisor  appointment 

contract. 

(13) Perform other tasks defined by the SEC or the Office of SEC as the the fund supervisor ’s duties. 

Conditions for changing the Fund Supervisor  

(a) When either the management company or the the fund supervisor  wishes to terminate the the fund supervisor  

appointment agreement, the wishing party may notify the other in writing no fewer than 90 days in advance. 

(b) If either the management company or the the fund supervisor  fails to perform one’s duty or responsibility 
agreed earlier, the the fund supervisor  or the management company may terminate the the fund supervisor  

appointment agreement by notifying the other in writing for no fewer than 30 days in advance. 

(c) In case of change of conditions in the management project, or an amendment to the SEC laws or other cases 

where the the fund supervisor  or the management company fail to reach an agreement to amend the the fund 

supervisor  appointment agreement in a way that could reflect changes in the notification, rules and regulations 

since the amendment could add more burden to the management company who may no longer wish to 

continue its duty, the the fund supervisor  is entitled to terminate the the fund supervisor  appointment 

agreement by notifying the management company in writing for no fewer than 90 days in advance. 
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(d) In case unitholders resolve with majority votes, accounting for a combined amount of investment units that 

exceeds half of the the fund’s total units sold, to change the the fund supervisor .  

(e) If the the fund supervisor  lacks any qualification specified in the notification of the Office of SEC Re: 

Qualifications of the property the fund’s the fund supervisor , the management company will require the the 

fund supervisor  to remedy it within 15 days from the day the management company finds out about it. If it’s a 
result of the finding by the Office of SEC, the management company will notify the Office within three business 

days from the day after the remedy is completed. 

 If the the fund supervisor fails to rectify it within the timeframe, the management company will seek permission 

to change the the fund supervisor from the Office of SEC within 15  days from the day following the due date 

for such remedy. Upon the Office of SEC’s approval, the management company will appoint a new the fund 
supervisor to replace the original one without delay unless otherwise ordered by the Office of SEC. 

(f) If the the fund supervisor  unscrupulously discloses the information relating to the the fund management or 

other related information, the management company may terminate the the fund supervisor  appointment 

agreement by notifying the the fund supervisor  in writing for no fewer than 15 days in advance in which case 

the the fund supervisor  must be responsible for expenses and damages to the management company and/or 

the the fund. This will include expenses incurred from the management company making contacts with other 

related parties to change the the fund supervisor. 

(g) If any one petitions to the court or the relevant authorities about the the fund’s the fund supervisor  (a) in order 
to dissolve the business or other similar endeavors; or (b) for rehabilitation, debt compromising or relaxing 

debt payment, asset management, liquidation or for any similar request under the existing laws or thereafter 

or in accordance with the regulations, the management company may terminate this the fund supervisor  

appointment agreement. 

(h) When a government agency decides that the the fund supervisor ’s performance is guilty or results from serious 
negligence and notifies the management company or generally announces it, the management company may 

terminate the the fund supervisor  appointment agreement. 

In all cases, the change of the fund supervisor is primarily subject to the Office of SEC’s approval. Since the Securities 
and Exchange Act, B.E. 2535 (1992) requires that each the fund shall have a the fund supervisor , if the the fund 

supervisor ’s responsibilities expire in accordance with Clause 12.2 Re: Conditions of change of the fund supervisor , the 

the fund supervisor  is to continue being the the fund’s the fund supervisor  in full capacity unless  the the fund’s entire 
assets and documents are transferred to a new the fund supervisor  or as instructed by  the management company or 

the Office of SEC, including pursuing other tasks necessary to facilitate the transfer of assets and documents to a new 

the fund supervisor  until completion and within an appropriate timeframe for the the fund to continue working. 

If this the fund supervisor  appointment agreement ends as a result of the the fund supervisor ’s termination of the 
agreement and if the management company cannot seek a new management company to receive all responsibilities at 
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the end of the contract, the original the fund supervisor  is to continue performing duty under the the fund supervisor  

appointment agreement until a new the fund supervisor  is appointed. The original the fund supervisor  is entitled to 

receive a the fund supervisor  fee from the the fund for the period it performs duty to the day its duty as the the fund’s the 

fund supervisor  ends, as well as actual expenses resulting from its performance under the agreement from the day the 

contract ends till when the management company appoints a new the fund supervisor  who can perform the duty. 

When its the fund supervisor ship ends, the the fund supervisor is to collect and transfer all assets and documents 

belonging to the the fund to a new replacing the fund supervisor  or do other things instructed by the management 

company or the Office of SEC. This includes pursuing other necessary actions to complete the transfer of assets and 

documents within 15 business days from the day its the fund supervisor ship comes to an end.  

9.4 Investment Committee of Erawan Hotel Growth Property Fund as of 31 December 2021   

Director of Investment The fund Erawan Hotel Growth amounted to 2 people as below 

1) The Asset management company   

Mr. Narongsak Plodmechai  

Chief Executive Officer 

SCB Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

 

2) Directors with appropriate qualifications as specified by the management company and 

nominated by one or more unitholders holding not less than 20% of the total investment units 

Miss Woramon Inkatanuvat  

Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer,  

The Erawan Group Public Company Limited 

 

Duties and Responsibilities of Board and Management  

The Investment Committee is responsible for determining values and / or various parties relating to the Fund  

(1) To consider, make decision, invest, buy, rent, sub-let, lease, dispose of, and transfer or accept the 

transfer of property and / or infrastructure project, however, must not conflict with related laws and 

the the Fund’s requirements. 
(2) Determine the method and format of the property auction of the the fund Including the selection of 

real estate to be auctioned According to the policy to procure benefits from assets of the the fund 

However, this must not conflict with the SEC's announcement, the SEC's announcement and other 

relevant laws, both existing and upcoming 

(3) Consider changing the annualized capital gain which is the condition in the property auction of the 

the fund. According to the policy to procure benefits from assets of the the fund However, this must 

not conflict with the SEC's announcement, the SEC's announcement and other relevant laws, both 

existing and upcoming. 
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(4) Consider guidelines for repairing real estate if all or significant damage to the property, including 

damage due to expropriation, must not conflict with the SEC's announcement. SEC and other relevant 

laws, both existing and upcoming. 

(5) Take other actions according to the resolution of unitholders. However, this must not conflict with the 

SEC's announcement, the SEC's announcement and other relevant laws, both existing and 

upcoming. 

The Investment Committee must consider and decide on any matter with transparency, honesty and 

based on compliance with various laws. Related, both existing and upcoming. 

(6) The investment committee must keep information from the meeting confidential. And will not disclose 

it to anyone and / or use it for other benefits other than the the fund's benefits. Unless explicitly 

provided by law for disclosure or such information has been disclosed to general investors. 

(7) The Investment Committee must consider and decide on any matter with transparency, honesty and 

based on compliance with various laws and other relevant laws, both existing and upcoming. 

9.5 Name, address, and office number - related parties 

Auditor 

Name KPMG Phoomchai Holdings Co., Ltd. 

Address 1 Empire Tower, South Sathorn Road, Yannawa, Sathorn, Bangkokk 10120 

Telephone 0-2677-2000 

Fax 0-2677-2222 

 

The Fund Registrar 

Name Siam commercial Bank Public Company Limited, Registrar Team 1 

Address Siam commercial Bank Public Company Limited  

Registrar Team 1, G Tower Grand Rama 9, Floor 15th North Wing, 9 Rama 

9 Road, Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310, Thailand 

Telephone 0-2928-2324-9 

Fax 0-2128-4625  

 

Appraiser 

Name Quality Appraisal Company Limited 

Address 
100/1-2 Soi Seri 4 Rama 9 Rd. Khwang Suan Luang, Khet Suan Luang, 

Bangkok 10250 

Telephone 0-2718-3265 

 

The fund Advisor 

-None- 
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9.6 Historical cases of penalty and fine 

         Management of Erawan Hotel Growth Property Fund Since the establishment of the fund on 7 March 2013, 

the management company, the management committee, the controlling person of the management company 

and the fund manager is not subject to penalties and any fine. However, unitholders can check additional 

information at the website of of SEC & SET as follows: https://market.sec.or.th/public/idisc/th/Enforce/Recent  

 

10 Corporate governance 

10.1 Corporate governance policy 

The management company has strictly complied with the laws on securities, notifications, rules and 

orders or circulars amended or issued by the SEC, the Capital Market Supervisory Board, the Office of 

SEC and the SET. The Investment Advisory Committee and the Investment Committee have been 

established to review investment-related details while the fund supervisor is appointed to review the 

management company’s performance. The management company has also implemented various 

supervisory policies including a report of conflict of interest, a policy governing the operation of the 

investment management business and the Code of Conduct of the the fund management business.  

10.2 The investment committee of the property & infrastructure funds, (the “investment committee”) 

The Investment Committee’s scopes of authority will apply to all property and infrastructure the funds,       
( “The fund”), unless any the fund specifically requires that the investment committee reviews a particular 

mater, in which case the Investment Committee’s scopes of authority shall apply to such the fund as far 
as it’s not conflicting with duties and responsibilities of the Investment Committee overseeing such the 
fund. 

Roles, Duties and Responsibilities  

1. Review, make decisions, buy, lease, sub-lease, allow to rent, dispose of, transfer or accept 

the transfer of immovable property and/or infrastructure proposed by the the fund manager to 

the Investment Committee. The investment however must not be conflicting with relevant laws 

and the the fund’s terms and conditions. 
2. Review and approve payments of dividend, capital increase and/or decrease of each the 

fund within the framework stated in the management project. 

3. Approve budget relating to asset management proposed by the property manager to the the 

fund to reflect what has been stated in the management project. 

4. Review and approve the investment strategy in immovable property and/or infrastructure 

projects, investment risk management strategies, liquidity management plans and others as 

proposed by the the fund manager; review investment conditions and restrictions for 

https://market.sec.or.th/public/idisc/th/Enforce/Recent
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implementation by the the fund manager, which however must be in line with an approved 

investment policy and will not be in conflict with relevant laws. 

5. Supervise the investment strategy so that it responds to objectives and investment policy of 

each the fund within the framework of the management project or the the fund management 

agreement; supervise the investment so that it aligns with the framework of the management 

project and ensure legal compliance. 

6. Supervise and review performance of the property manager, the fund supervisor  and other 

relevant personnel whose duties are specified in the management project. 

7. Review and approve the signing of contract relating to the the fund management of which the 

total value is no less than Baht 10  million. The contract subject to the Investment Committee’s 
consideration however must be reviewed and examined by a legal expert or a supervisory 

agency.  

8. Supervise the investment for strict compliance with the the fund management policy and 

practices already approved by the Board of Directors.  

9. Perform other tasks according to the unitholders’ resolution, which however must not be 
conflicting with relevant laws and the the fund’s terms and conditions. 

10. Review other matters relating to investment decisions aside from what’s stated in the the fund 
management policies and practices; approve and make commands as necessary and 

appropriate without conflicting with relevant laws. 

11. Appoint committee member who is a representative of a function group to replace the original 

member if the person no longer works in that function group. 

10.3 Supervision of the use of inside information 

The management company has issued the Staff Dealing Policy and requires every employee including 

directors, executives, the fund manager and other related persons who may have access to internal 

information to strictly comply with it. Serious penalties are made in writing in case of violation.  

Staff is to make sure that investment by the management company and various types of the funds 

managed by the management company do not contain any intentional conflict of interest aimed to provide 

certain advantages/disadvantages among the funds. Staff is to operate with integrity and fairness so that 

the the fund management reflects the funds’ objectives while safeguarding the interest of clients, which 
must be a priority before the interest of the management company or any personal interest of directors 

or employees of the management company. 

The management company allows its employees to invest in securities for their interest, but they are 

required to comply with ethics and all notifications issued by the Office of SEC and the Asset Management 
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Company Association including all rules and regulations of the management company itself. The 

investment is to be disclosed to the management company for proper supervision of staff’s equity dealing.  

10.4 The fund’s investment decision and management 

The Property & Infrastructure Investment Group will conduct due diligence, analysis and feasibility study 

and assess suitability involving the acquisition of assets. It will make investments or disposal decisions 

involving the the fund’s assets through clear and systematic procedures. The Investment Committee will 
screen decisions to avoid any conflict of interest. Criteria for consideration are as follows.   

 Review criteria 

1) Experiences, financial status, past credibility and reputation of property owner to assess 

his/her capability to perform duty when becoming a contractual party in the the fund’s 
investment and management transactions. 

2) Location and potential of the property, condition of the location, entrance and exit 

3) Opportunity to generate income 

4) Past operation result of the property planned to invest. 

5) Marketing potential and competition of the property to be invested by the the fund. 

 

10.5 Selection of the property manager 

 The fund does not have a property manager. 

10.6 Monitoring the lessee 

The fund manager is responsible for overseeing the duties specified under the lease agreement, the 

lease of the property of the lessee, such as the tenant not to sublet the leased property. Submit the 

monthly management account report to the the fund. Submit the audited annual financial statements to 

the the fund and pay property tax each year 

10.7 Monitoring the Fund’s interest 

When managing and monitoring the the fund’s interest, the management company is responsible for 
managing and operating the the fund in compliance with the laws on securities as well as its duties and 

responsibilities. For example, the management company is to manage the the fund to reflect details of 

the project approved by the Office of SEC, and obligations made between the management company 

and unitholders, its duties under Section 125 and other relevant provisions of the Securities and Exchange 

Act, B.E 2535 (1992). It will perform other tasks to achieve the the fund’s objectives and safeguard the 
interest of unitholders within the scopes of its roles and responsibilities, which however must not be 
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conflicting with the laws on securities and/or other relevant laws. Besides, the management company is 

to examine the property’s conditions based on rules and requirements notified by the Office of SEC. 

10.8 The management company’s fee 

The management company is entitled to receive a management fee from the fund on a monthly basis, 

which will not exceed 1% of the the fund’s NAV per annum. This will be calculated by the management 
company and endorsed by the the fund supervisor. In the past fiscal year, collected in the amount of 

THB 3.23 million. 

10.9 Disclosure of information to unitholders 

The management company has strictly complied with the laws on securities, notifications, rules and orders 

or circulars amended or issued by the SEC, the Capital Market Supervisory Board, the Office of SEC and 

the SET Re: Disclosure of information to unitholders. Details are: 

 The management company will calculate and disclose the the fund’s asset value, NAV and investment 
unit value as of the last day of June and December within 45 days from the last day of June and December, 

as the case may be. The calculated value meanwhile must be certified by the the fund supervisor that the 

calculation was made in accordance with the rules announced by the Office of SEC. 

1) The management company will publish the values in at least one daily newspaper and will post it at 

the management’s all offices and the the fund supervisor ’s head office. Names, types and locations 
of properties acquired by the the fund through its investment will also be disclosed. 

2) The management company will prepare and disclose financial statements (both quarterly and 

annual), an annual report, a report of critical event that could affect property values, the the fund’s 
financial status or operation result and other incidents as required (if any) by the Capital Market 

Supervisory Board and/or the Office of SEC and/or the SET.  

 

10.10 Meeting of unitholders 

The management company is to call a meeting of unitholders if unitholders who together hold no less than 10% 

of investment units of the the fund’s total units sold request such a meeting.  

The management company is to organize a meeting of unitholders or notify unitholders in writing to request their 

resolutions for the following matters: 

 1) Appointment or removal of the management company. A meeting of unitholders must be held to solicit 

a resolution or a notice to unitholders asking for their resolution must be issued in which case the matter 

must be resolved by more than half of the number of investment units entirely sold of the the fund 

 2) Amendment of the project in case of any amendment of relevant laws, rules or orders. Unless it’s an 

amendment of laws, regulations or orders or when approved by the Office of SEC, the management 
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company may amend the project or management procedures only when receiving a resolution adopted 

by majority votes of unitholders, which account for more than half of the the fund’s total investment units 
sold where the meeting is duly called or where the resolution is adopted through the circulation of a written 

notice requesting unitholders to adopt the resolution or by the approval of the Office of SEC. 

If it’s an amendment of the project or management procedures described under paragraph one, the 
management company will notify the Office of SEC within 1 5  days from the day the resolution for such 

amendment is adopted, or within 1 5  days from the day the unitholders’ resolution is known in case a 
written notice is sent to unitholders to exercise their votes.  

3) The management company will notify every unitholder of the amendment of project details or 

management procedures both in writing and through the SET’s information system. It will announcethe 

amendment in at least one daily newspaper within 1 5  days from the approval date by the Office of SEC 

or from the day unitholders resolve to approve the amendment. 

At the unitholders’ meeting, a quorum is formed by unitholders holding no less than half of the the fund’s 
entire investment units sold who attend the meeting with voting rights. 

However, if the the fund considers increasing its registered capital, no fewer than 2 5  unitholders or no 

fewer than half of the total number of unitholders must attend the meeting. The number of unitholders 

attending this meeting however must hold a combined amount of investment units totaling no less than 

one-third of the the fund’s total units sold to successfully form a quorum and the matter must be voted by 
no less than three-fourths of the entire investment units held by unitholders attending the meeting and 

having the right to vote. The capital increase for which the unitholders’ meeting is called to adopt a 
resolution must be for the following purposes: 

  a. additional investment in immovable properties and/or leasehold right and/or 

  b. renovating immovable properties acquired by the the fund’s investment to keep them in a 
good    and ready condition to seek additional interest.  

 

Unitholders’ right to adopt a resolution  

 Right to adopt a resolution to amend project details or management procedures  

Each unitholder is entitled to amend project details or management procedures subject to the terms and conditions 

and rules stated in this project. The management company may amend project details or management procedures 

upon receiving a resolution in accordance with the rules and procedures stated in the project.  

 Voting right to adopt a resolution in relation to the the fund’s operation   
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Unitholders are entitled to adopt a resolution in relation to the the fund’s management as provided in the project subject 
to the terms and conditions and rules of the project. The vote counting will comply with the rules and procedures 

described in the project. 

 10.11   Auditor fee 

 The The fund paid a total of 0.41 million Baht (exclude VAT) auditing fee to KPMG Limited from 1January 

2021 to 31 December 2021. 

11 Social responsibility 

- None - 
 

12 Internal control and risk management 

As the the fund manager, the management company will manage the the fund and monitor and control critical 

risks with the following purposes:  

1) To identify, assess, control, monitor and report critical risks for the fund manager to perform 

effectively  

2) To enable operating staff to understand the risk and risk prevention and to raise awareness about 

their responsibility to perform risk management when conducting all kinds of activities  

The management company currently implements the “three prevention layers” supervision framework in its risk 

management practices. 

1) 1st protection layer refers to business units and related supporting units who are responsible for risk 

management when providing services as the fund manager. 

2) 2nd protection layer refers to central function groups such as the risk management unit and the risk 

supervisory unit, who will advise, provide supports and test risk prevention methods implemented by 

business units and supporting units.  

3) 3 rd protection layer refers to the auditing unit, which will test business processes and procedures 

(including risk management process) to convince the Board of Directors that the management 

company has an adequately effective control environment. 

13.  Prevention to conflicts of interest 

13.1 Transaction between the Fund vs. the management company and other related persons/ transaction 

relating to the management company as of 31 December 2021  

No. Detail of transection Company name Related Party 

1 Receiving management 

fees from the the fund 

SCB Asset Management Co., Ltd. Management Company 
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No. Detail of transection Company name Related Party 

2 Receiving registrar fees 

from the the fund and 

Deposit service with the 

bank 

Siam Commercial Bank Public 

Company Limited (SCB) 9 9 . 9 9 % 
shareholding stake in SCB Asset 

Management Co., Ltd 

- Registra 

- The parent company of 

Siam Commercial Asset 

Management Co., Ltd. 

 

Investors can ask for more information directly from the Management Company. The The fund has disclosed 

some of the information in the appendix of financial statement on http://www.scbam.com 

13.2  Transactions between the Fund vs. the fund supervisor and other persons relating to the fund  

         supervisor as of 31 December 2021 

 

No. Detail of transection Name Relationship 

1 Received the fund 

Supervisor fee from the 

fund 

Kasikorn Bank Public Company 

Limited (KBANK) 

The Fund Superviser 

 

13.3 Soft commission 

-None- 
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Section 3 Key financial Information  

14. Key financial Information 

Summary Property Value, Net assets and unit value of Erawan Hotel Growth Property Fund 

As of 31 December 2021 

Total Asset     1,317,953,856  

Net Asset Value (NAV)    1,317,275,280  

Number of units        176,100,000  

NAV per units                                            7.4802  

 

 

Statement of financial position as of 31 December 2021    

  31 December 

  2021 

 

2020 

       (THB) 

Total assets  1,317,953,856 

 

1,319,059,561  
       

678,576 

 

508,431  Total liability   
     

Net assets  1,317,275,280  1,318,551,130  
     

  Capital from unitholders   1,500,970,740 

 

1,549,627,170  

  Deficit  (183,695,460) 

 

(231,076,040) 

Net assets  

(equal to 7.4802 baht per unit in 2021 and 7.4875 baht 
    

per unit in 2020 calculated from the amount    

Total 176,100,000 units sold) 1,317,275,280 

 

1,318,551,130 

 

Note: Based on the Fund's financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2021 and the Certified Public Accountant's report. 
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Statement of comprehensive income as of 31 December 2021 

 31 December 

 2021 
 

2020 

 (THB) 
Income    

Rental income 72,500,000  
 

72,500,000  

Interest income 72,796  
 

39,102  

Total income  72,572,796  
 

 72,539,102  
    
Expenses    

Management fee 3,225,759  
 

3,499,668  

Mutual fund supervisor fee 392,701  
 

426,047  

Registrar fee 420,751  
 

456,478  

Professional fee 411,000  
 

411,000  

Administrative expenses 785,328  
 

775,737  

Total expenses 5,235,539  
 

5,568,930  
    
Net profit on investment 67,337,257 

 
66,970,172  

    
Net loss on investment     

Net loss on investment  (1,104,839)  (606,071) 

Net loss on changes in fair value of investments  (18,851,838)  (158,244,028) 

Total net loss on investment (19,956,677)  (158,850,099) 
    
Net increase (decrease) in net assets resulting from operations 47,380,580 

 
(91,879,927) 

 

Note: Based on the Fund's financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2021 and the Certified Public Accountant's report. 
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Details of investments are presented by investment category. 

Note: Based on the Fund's financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2021 and the Certified Public Accountant's report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   31 December 2021 

Type of investment Areas  Cost  Fair value  
Percentage of 

investments 

   (THB)   

Investments in properties        

1. Land title deed no. 174205 182494 19070 19071 19072 19073 and 19074        

Location: Nong Pru, Bang Lamung, Chonburi       

Building with utility systems 2-2-34.3    831,730,000  
    

Furniture, fixtures and equipment    21,699,374  
    

Related acquisition costs    15,061  
    

   853,444,435  
 

577,000,000  
 

 45.33  

2.  Land title deed no. 521        

Location: Patong, Kathu, Phuket        

Building with utility systems 3-3-28.6   956,000,000  
    

Furniture, fixtures and equipment    17,581,010  
    

Related acquisition costs    10,103  
    

 
  973,591,113  

 
696,000,000  

 
 54.67  

Total investments in properties   1,827,035,548  
 

1,273,000,000  
 

100.00  

   

     

Total investments 
  

1,827,035,548  
 

1,273,000,000  
 

100.00 
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Details of investments are presented by investment category 

Note: Based on the Fund's financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2021 and the Certified Public Accountant's report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   31 December 2020 

Type of investment Areas  Cost  Fair value  
Percentage of 

investments 

      

Investments in properties        

1. Land title deed no. 174205 182494 19070 19071 19072 19073 and 19074        

Location: Nong Pru, Bang Lamung, Chonburi       

Building with utility systems 2-2-34.3    831,730,000      

Furniture, fixtures and equipment    22,182,039      

Related acquisition costs    15,061      

   853,927,100   581,000,000  44.93 

2.  Land title deed no. 521        

Location: Patong, Kathu, Phuket        

Building with utility systems 3-3-28.6   956,000,000      

Furniture, fixtures and equipment    18,246,507      

Related acquisition costs    10,103      

   974,256,610   712,000,000    55.07  

Total investments in properties   1,828,183,710   1,293,000,000    100.00  

        

Total investments   1,828,183,710   1,293,000,000   100.00 
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Significant Financial Information 

 

Note: Based on the Fund's financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2021 and the Certified Public Accountant's report. 

 

15. Financial status and operating results of the Fund 

15.1 Management discussion and analysis 

In regard to the fund’s performance during the period between 1 January 2021 – 31 December 2021, 

total investment income was THB 72.57 million, which consisted of rent from tenants totaling THB 72.50 

million and interest income totaling THB 0.07 million. During the same period, the fund registered a total 

expenditure of THB 5.24 million, of which THB 4.45 million was various fees while the remaining THB 0.78 

million was management expenses. The fund’s net investment income, as a result, totaled THB 67.34 
million. It had recognized loss from changes of fair value of its investment totaling THB (18.85) million, 

which was originated mainly from the change of the asset’s fair value following the appraisal by an 
independent appraiser. As a result, during its operation period between 1 January 2021 to 31 December 

2021 the Fund has the increase in net assets from operations THB 47.38 million. As of 31 December 

2021, the Fund has a total asset value (NAV) of THB 1,317.28 million or equal to Baht 7.4802 per unit. 

From the performance from 1 January 2 0 2 1  to 3 1 December 2 0 2 1 , the property and infrastructure 

Investment Committee A resolution was made to pay back the capital of 0.3444 baht per unit, with details 

as follows:  Capital Reduction 

Period of operating THB per units Date 

1 January 2021 – 31 March 2021 0.0946 04 June 2021 

1 April 2021 - 30 September 2021 0.0823 03 December 2021 

1 October 2021 - 31 December 2021 0.1675 04 March 2022 

Significant Financial Information 
For the year ended 

31 December 2021 

For the year ended 

31 December 2020 

NAV at the end of the year 1,317,275,280 1,318,551,130 

Ratios of total expenses to average NAV during the year (%) 0.40 0.39 

Ratios of investment income to average NAV during the year (%) 5.55 5.11 

Average NAV during the year  1,308,404,219 1,419,272,273 

Net investment income to the average NAV during the year (%) 5.15 4.72 
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15.2 Fund manager's opinion on performance analysis 

          Overall performance and significant changes 

Thailand's tourism and hotel sectors in the past 2 0 2 1  have been severely damaged by the ongoing 

coronavirus disease 2 0 1 9  ( COVID-1 9 )  epidemic since 2 0 2 0 , directly affecting operating results of the 

Fund's assets, including two hotels, ibis Patong and ibis Pattaya. Both of hotels were significantly impacted 

by operations in the past fiscal year, hotel profitability, consistently negative since last year. However, the 

Fund receives fixed rent from the tenants under the lease agreement but does not receive variable rent 

from the operations of the two hotels. The average occupancy rate in 2 0 2 1  is 1 0 %  for both ibis Patong 

hotels and 1 9 %  for ibis Pattaya hotels. The average rental income of ibis Patong hotels was THB 5 89 , 

decreased of 3 5 %  from the previous year, and ibis Pattaya was THB 6 6 8  decreased of 1 2 %  from the 

previous year. 

On 2 9  March 2 0 2 2 , the fund and the lessee of the property have carried out a lease agreement for the 

lease land, buildings, structures. and utilities and furniture, tools and equipment related to the business of 

the ibis Patong Hotel and the ibis Pattaya Hotel. for the period of 3 years (from 1 April 2022 to 31 March 

2 0 2 5), with terms and conditions as stipulated in the original lease agreement in all respects. Each party 

has the right to renew the lease for a total of 2 times and give a written notice to the other party at least 60 
days in advance before the end of the contract period. The 1st time has the right to renew for a period of 3 
years and the 2nd time has the right to renew the contract for a period of not more than 4 months for each 

leased property, and the fixed rental rate is and the rental is variable according to the conditions stipulated 

in the contract. The lessee has no conditions to purchase the said property if the parties have exercised 

their right to renew the contract twice. The parties have the right to negotiate the renewal of this contract 

beyond those set forth above by March 3 1 , 2 0 2 7  in accordance with the conditions stipulated in the 

contract. 

In any case, as the Notification of the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission No. Tor Nor. 

36/2562 (2019) Re: Rules, Conditions, and Procedures for Establishment and Management of Property 

Funds requires the Fund to maintain the investment ratio in real property or leasehold rights as of the last 

day of each yearly accounting period not less than 75% of its total asset value, except in case of (1)  is 

the last fiscal year before the end of fund’s term, or (2) there is a necessity and appropriate cause which 

is relaxed by the Office (SEC). The Fund’s investment ratio in real property as of the end of 2 0 2 1  and 

2020 was 90.84% and 91.72%, respectively 

15.3 Capacity to generate profits 

 

COVID-1 9  epidemic situation was directly affecting the performance of the Fund's assets, including 2 
hotels, ibis Patong Hotel and Ibis Pattaya Hotel. Both hotels were greatly affected by their operations in 

the past fiscal year profitability from hotel business has been negative continuously since last year. 
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However, the Fund receives fixed rent from the tenants under the lease agreement but does not receive 

variable rent from the operations of the two hotels. The average occupancy rate in 2021 is 10% for both 

ibis Patong hotels and 19% for ibis Pattaya hotels. The average rental income of ibis Patong hotels was 

THB 589, decreased of 35% from the previous year, and ibis Pattaya was THB 668 decreased of 12% 
from the previous year. 

Financial summary of the hotel business Comparison between the years 2021 and 2020 

 
ibis Patong 

Percent 

Change 
ibis Pattaya 

Percent 

Change 

2021 2020  2021 2020  

 Occupancy Rate 10% (1) 19% (1) -9% 19% 29% -10% 

 Average Revpar (THB) 589 910 -35% 668 761 -12% 

Total Revernue (THB million) 8.70 28.83 -70% 15.00  27.56  -46% 

Total Expense (THB million) 25.80 43.02 -40% 27.07 38.21 -29% 

Profit (loss) from hotel operations (THB 

million) 
-17.10 -14.19 21% -12.06 -10.66 13% 

Note: (1) The average occupancy rate is calculated at 258 rooms as the hotel has 2 rooms reserved for internal use 

 

15.4 Profitability 

 

The Fund hired an external appraiser to perform an audit and appraise the value of the Fund. The 

appraiser performed asset examination at Ibis Pattaya and Ibis Patong as well as studied relevant 

contracts in relation to investment and the contract for seeking the benefits of the mutual funds to formulate 

a hypothesis in alignment with the circumstance of the tourism industry where such hypothesis 

corresponded to the benefit structure of the mutual funds as much as possible. These included fixed 

rental income and variable rental income as prescribed in the contract. 

As of 31 December 2021, which was the latest date that the mutual fund hired Quality Appraisal Co. Ltd., 

to perform the appraisal of the properties of both projects, the total value of the property of both projects 

can be seen in the table below. However, as regards the value of the property of the mutual fund that is 

set to be appraised in the upcoming appraisal round, it is deemed that the value can be increased or 

decreased subject to the discretion of the appraiser. 

Table showing appraised value from appraisal/review by a appraisal company 
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ibis Patong Percent 

Change 

ibis Pattaya Percent 

Change 2021 2020 2021 2020 

Appraised Value THB 696 Million THB 712 Million -2% THB 577 Million THB 581 Million -1% 

Valuation Date 
31 December 

2021 

31 December 

2020 

 

- 

31 December 

2021 

31 December 

2020 
- 

Remark: The valueation of the appraised considers the structure of the fund's benefit procurement in the form of charter and monthly rental payments 

as specified in the lease agreement. 

 

15.5  Ability to pay off debt as of 31 December 2021 

In the past financial year, the Fund does not have loans. 

 

15.6 The expenses charged by the asset management company from ERWPF 

For the financial statement period from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021 

 

 
Percentage of Net 

Asset Value1 

The amount actually 

collected 

(THB Million) 

All fees and expenses2   

O Management fee 0.24 3.22 

O Trustee Fee 0.03 0.39 

O Registrar fee 0.03 0.42 

O Property management fee - - 

O Financial Advisor Fee - - 

O Underwriting fee - - 

O Insurance - - 

O Professional fee 0.03 0.41 

O Selling and administrative expenses 0.06 0.79 

O Advertising expenses for area rental - - 

O Investment committee meeting fees - - 

O Advertising costs, public relations and promotion - - 

- During the initial offering of investment units - - 

- After the initial offering of investment units - - 

O Other expenses - - 

Total expenses 0.40 5.24 
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Note: 

1. Calculated from the average net asset value during the year / period that calculating from 1 January 2021 to 31 

December 2021 which is equal to THB 1,317,275,280 

2. The above costs include VAT. 

 

15.7  The expenses charged by the asset management company from uniyholders 

-None- 

 

15.8 Liquidity and capital adequacy 

Sources and uses of funds:  

For the year ended 31 December 2021, the Fund had a decrease in net assets to THB 1,317.28 million (as 

of 31 December 2020, the fund had asset value equal to THB 1,318.55 million) or decreased from last year 

-0.10 % is accounted for mainly due to the change in the fair value of the property of the mutual fund which 

is the result of the review of the asset value by an independent appraiser. 

Capital Expenditure:  

Leassee reserve annual Maintenance Capital Expenditure, Renovation Capital Expenditure annually, and 

procure furniture. Fixed property and equipment (FF&E) are the duty and ownership of the lessee. Causing 

the Fund to have no such burden of expenses 

15.9 Forward looking statement 

-None- 

15.10  Independent auditor’s report 

Independent Auditor’s Report as follow:  
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16.  Fund supervisor’s opinion report 
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Section 4 Certification of information 
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CERTIFICATION OF INFORMATION 

SCB Asset Management company limited (“the Management Company”) as the fund manager of  Erawan 
Hotel Growth Property Fund (ERWPF) has reviewed the information in this annual registration statement 

carefully, The Management company hereby certifies that the aforesaid information is correct, complete, 

true and not misleading or lacking any material information that should have been disclosed.” In addition, 
the Management company hereby certifies that:  

( 1)   The financial statements and the financial information herein have been disclosed completely  with 

regard to the materiality of the financial status and the operating results of the Fund; 

(2) The Management company has arranged an efficient disclosure system to ensure that the material 

information on the Fund has been disclosed correctly and completely, and the Management 

company has supervised the compliance with such disclosure system;   
(3) The Management company has arranged, and supervised the compliance with, an efficient internal 

control system, and the Management company has reported the information on assessment of the 

internal control system as of 31 December 2021 to the auditor of the Fund, which covers deficiencies 

and significant changes to the internal control system as well as wrongful acts may affect the 

financial reporting of the Fund; 

As the evidence that all the documents provided herein are identical to those certified by the Management 

company, the Management company has appointed Mrs. Tipaphan Puttarawigorm and Mr. Paeree 

Ichayapruge to affix signature on every page of the documents. Any part of the documents not affixed with 

such signatures shall not be deemed the information certified by the Management company. 

Name Position Signature 

1. ……………………………… ……………………………………… ………………………………… 

2. ……………………………… ……………………………………... ………………………………… 

As the Management company of Erawan Hotel Growth Property Fund (ERWPF) 

Mrs. Tipaphan Puttarawigorm Executive Director 

Mr. Paeree Ichayapruge   Director  

 




